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Widening Of Church Street To Be WFUL I
Completed In About Two Weeks
R III 10
AM and FM

The widening of Church Street
(recently renamed Commercial
Avenue) will be completed in
about two weeks, a spokesman for
the Kentucky State Highway Department said Wednesday morn-

of the street.
Church Street has been a "bottle neck" for traffic a long time,
making it almost impossible for
large trucks to get through at
times.
The Kentucky Highway Departing.
The street is being widened by ment agreed to do the work, after
three and one-half feet and Wed- being asked to do so by the Fulnesday morning a new sidewalk ton City Council.
was being poured. Also, a new
driveway to the parking lot near
the railroad tracks on the west
side of the street will be made.
Large crowds are attending the
The work of widening the street revivals being held this week at
was begun two weeks ago.
the First Baptist ChurCh and the
When the Highway Department South Fulton Baptist Church.
finishes its work, the City of
Both revivals began this past
Fulton will reinstall the parking Sunday and will continue through
meters for parking on both sides the rest of the week.
The Mel Dibble Evangelistic
Team is holding the eight-day revival at the First Baptist Church.
--jottings
John and Bobbie Landgraf are
presenting special musical numfrom
bers.
At the South Fulton Baptist
Church, Bill Lacy, Missions Pastor for the St. Matthews Baptist
Church, St. Matthews, Ky.. is the
evangelist and Raymond Richerson. Music Director of the North
Jackson Baptist Church of Jackson, Tenn.. is leading the singing.

Revivals Continue

Jo's

Note Book

I'm off again this week for a
series of state-wide meetings that
literally take me from the Breaks
of Sandy to within sight of Madrid
Bend. But before I leave (by plane
on Tuesday) I must take time to
tell you a story that is one of
many hilarious incidents that have
happened during the campaign.
I'm going to tell them to you when
the peace and quiet of Fulton enters my life again the end of this
month.
When I tell you that I was in
stitches at a meeting of the Democratic Women's Club of Kentucky in Lexington last Friday I
mean just that — but believe me
it was no laughing matter. The
story goes like this:
Ann Wyatt. Mrs. Lisle Baker, Jr.
and I left Louisville last Friday
afternoon to attend a joint meeting of the Democratic Women's
Clubs of Kentucky and the Young
Democrats of Kentucky at the
Phoenix Hotel in Lexington. We
planned to wear street clothes for
the trip and stop at Mrs. Baker's
sister-in-law's home in Lexington
to change into dinner clothes for
the formal banquet that night.
Whenever I leave home I always
take enough clothes to take care
of the various meetings and so I
packed a dinner dress for the banquet. I didn't examine the dress
before I left. because I recalled
I had worn it many times before
and all it needed was pressing.
which I would do when I got ready
to wear it.
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Waterfield To Introduce Truman
Al Democratic Rally In Paducah
Harry S. Truman, former President of the United States, is
coming to Kentucky to help his
fellow Democrats in their campaign for Governor, Lieutenant
Governor and other state offices. Mr. Truman will be introduced by Harry Lee Waterfield,
Lieutenant-Governor of K e ntucky and Clinton publisher.
Mr. Truman will speak in
Paducah on Saturday. October
24, at a Democratic rally in the
Tilghman High School gymnasiuim. The program will begin at
2 p. m., Central Standard Time.
It will be a rare appearance
for Mr. Truman who is dean of
the nation's Democrats. He seldom makes speeches in a state
general election campaign.
He is coming from his home in
Independence, Missouri, to speak

in the home town of the late
Alben W. Barkley, who served
vice
Truman's
president.
as
Barkley died April 30, 1956.
The former President, who is
famous for his "give 'em hell"
political speeches, will speak in
behalf of the Democratic ticket
headed by Bert Combs and Wilson Wyatt.
Tilghman
gymnasium
The
seats 4,000 persons„ and arrangements are being made to accommodate visitors from all over
Kentucky.
E. J. Paxton, Jr., associate
editor of the Paducah Sun Democrat and head of Television
Station W P S D, is chairman
of the committee in charge of
arrangements for the Truman
speech.

Industrial Corporation Charts Drive For
More Members;Need For FundsIs Cited
The Twin Cities' Industrial Development Corp4ration held its
annual meeting and election Tuesday night at the KU office in Fulton.
The three Board members whose
terms expired with this meeting
were all re-elected for three years.
They are Duke Cruse, Dr. Shelton
Owens and Clyde Williams, Jr.
Principal business discussion at
the meeting centered around a
forthcoming campaign in which
every business firm in Fulton
which has thus far not bought
stock in the Corporation will be
solicited for this purpose. "It is a
well established fact", commented
President Randall Burcham, "that
if another industrial prospect
should suddenly come to Fulton
and select a site here. ,we will
need immediate cash in order to
purchase land such as we did for
Ferry-Morse and Siegel. We need
to have everyone in our communities owning stock in this
Corporation, sharing its financial
toed as well as its beneEle equally. For that reason we expect to
conduct a strong campaign in the
near future, soliciting funds from
those who have not yet contri-

buted."
Burcham and others on the
Board indicated that they believe
that a "substantial" sum will be
raised in this manner.
A financial report of Corporation money revealed that there is
a balance of approximately $5,115.00 on hand. Originally some
$31.898 was raised through sale
of stock and outright donations.
with $20,000 of this amount being
spent for land given to FerryMorse for their site on the Kentucky side, and $8,889 for purchase of land on the Tennessee
side for use by the new Henry L
Siegel factory.
Corporation Directors feel that
their bank balance should again be
brought up to a $10,000 to $15.000
level in order to put them in a
position to do business when the
opportunity arises. Although no
specific industry was mentioned
at the meeting, it is generally
known that several industries of
varying size are presently interested in Phon, and a decision froM
any one at them in favor of lb*
eating within the twin cities, could
possibly materialise at any time.
Besides the three directors re-

Panama Limited Adds a "Vista-Dome" Car
For Daily Service Through The Winter

Well, we got to the Matheny
home in Lexington and visited aOn Wednesday of this week the lower level contains four roomwhile and since the Wyatt* and
the Bakers knew each other real Illinois Central introduced into ettes, four duplex single rooms and
well I said I would go upstairs and service on the "Panama Limited" four double bedrooms. The Pandress first so that they could have • Vista-Dome car for regular trips ama Limited is one of three alla longer visit before we left for between the midwest and the deep Pullman trains in the United
States.
the meeting and since we were South.
The car has been assigned to
leaving immediately after the banquet to return to Louisville. I pret- one of the two sets of Panama
tied up a 'bit and got ready to put Limited equipment during the fall
on the dress and to and behold the and winter travel season. It was
zipper, (about 21 inches long) was leased from the Pullman Company
as sprung as any zipper that ever and has been painted to match the
got sprung. I am frantic. It was orange-brown-yellow colors of IC
near the time for the banquet; I streamliners. It will be returned to
The practice sessions of the andidn't have time to call up any- the Pullman Company next spring
body I knew in Lexington to bor- for summer operation by a west- nual Lions Club Minstrel are
row a dress, so there was only one ern railroad, the IC stated, adding underway and from all appearanthing to do — try to fix the zip- that "this plan for sharing ex- ces this year's Minstrel will be
per, which Mr. Matheny, Mrs. pensive passenger equipment by one of the best ewer staged here.
Mrs. Jerry Strong is director of
Matheny, Mrs. Wyatt. Mrs. Baker two railroads during different
and I tried desperately to do, but peak travel seasons results in more the minstrel this year and Mrs.
L. C. Logan is pianist. Dr. R. V.
complete utilization."
to no avail.
The Panama's "Vista-Dome" car Putnam is interlocutor.
Practice sessions are being held
It was Ann Wyatt who said: will seat 24 Pullman passengers in
"There's just one thing to do. sew the dome observation area. The at the Elks Club.
her up in the dress." Well, on
previous occasions when I have
worn the dress in rulton it took
Paul, R. Paul, Mary Jo and Ozie,
all in joint efforts to hold the
dress together while Paul. with
the most strength, pulled the zipBy Ouida Jewell
per. to enclose me therein like a
sausage. You can imagine what it
Barbara and Connie W. Adams, two young missionwas like trying to hold the dress
aries,
have just returned home after spending the past
me in.
together while Mrs. Baker sewed two years in Bergen, Norway, where they established a

Practice Sessions
For Lions Minstrel
Are Underway Here

Then banquet was a nightmare I couldn't turn to talk to the
people on either side of me and as
each moment come nearer /or
them to introduce me as the state
campaign chairwoman I got colder, and hotter, and weaker, and
more frantic. I only ate the food on
my plate that could be picked up
with a fork, and that was precious
little. I couldn't extend my arm to
Continued Ott Paps Firs

Following graduation and their
marriage the young couple went to
Decatur. Ga.. where Mr. Adams
was minister of a church. Mr.
Adams had wanted to be a missionary to Alaska, but while they
were living in Georgia he and Barbara decided on Norway. instead.
Their project in Norway was
supported by 10 or 12 churches,
and they were accompanied by
three other people, Mr. and Mrs.
W. B. Kickliter of Palatka, Ina.,
and Mrs. T. J. Russell of Palmetto,
Fla., who went along just to help
get them started. Mr. and Mrs.
Kickliter — he is a brother of the
State Senator Kickliter of Florida
— stayed two End a half months
and Mrs. Russell remained in Nor-

Number Forty-One

Wednesday morning thirty-two homes in South Ful- son.
The McKendree, Graves and
ton were being serviced by TVA power through Weak- Johnson
homes were hooked up
ley County Municipal Electric System of Martin, Tenn. Wednesday morning.
Most of these houses were hooked on last week. Three Frank Dodd, assistant superwere hooked on Wednesday morning, thus completing intendent of WCMES, is in
of
hooking the houses
the new Burcham-Oliver Sub-Division in the south east charge
on to the TVA lines.
section of town, and all the houses, except the log house, Wednesday morning work of
on the Martin Highway from the city limits down to setting poles was begun in the
Addition, across
Connaughton
Counce's Drive-In Cafe, on the east side of the highway. the
highway, and Mr. Dodd said
Owners of the homes now being serviced by TVA are: Leland Adams, Howard Barron,
Charles F. Bennett, Bob E.
Brown, Gene H. Brown, R. P.
Burcham, Raymond Clark, Doran T. Colley, Dyer Counce,
Fred S. Evans, Ronald Mac
Fields, John S. Hall, Joe B.
Harris, R. M. Meredith, Robert

Willow Plunge Reports"Success"in
'59; Bills Paid;Reams Named Head

The Willow Plunge Corporation
of Fulton, after a strenuous preseason campaign to raise funds to
build a bath house and to open a
swimming pool in Fulton, emerged
from a late season start with an
outstanding record of financial
success, according to a report submitted at the annual Board meeting here Monday night.
Mrs. Glynn Bushart, secretarytreasurer. announced that the
Corporation had paid off all of its
notes and currently owes nothing
A total of $704.81 has been more than two minor unpaid bills.
An abbreviated financial sumturned in thus tar by local
Girl Scout mary for the year follows:
workers on
the
drive, the Fulton Rotary Club
INCOME:
announced at noon Wednesday.
Pledges.
gifts
$21,405.35
A tntal of 62 teams have been
Net pool memberships
canvassing all sections of the
and revenue from
twin cities, and
Wednesday's
concessions
1,171.56
report indicated that 48 of
Special events
4.289.24
these teams had completed their
work and turned in their money
$26,886.15
to drive headquarters at the
EXPENSE:
Fulton News office.
Paid out, pool
$21,897.25
Nineteen out A..22 teams of
4,271.49
Bath house
Imesin West %gam had comSalaries, miscelpleted their soliciting, for a
laneous
714.20
total of $118.95. One out of two
teams in Highlands had report$28,882.94
ed, with a total of $9.55. In
Balance on hand .... $ 183.21
East Fulton, all 12 teams have
Delayed in its opening by the
reported, bringing in a total of
necessity for raising funds for, and
$74.20. In South Fulton, five out
of a bath house, Wilof the nine teams had report- construction
low Plunge did not open for busied, for a total there of $41.61.
ness until July 4th, it was pointed
Both Riceville teams have finishout. Next year a full season is
ed, turning in a total of $8.00.
anticipated, with opening on the
Eight out of 15 teams of Roday that school is out, and closing
tarians have finished contacting
on Labor Day.
firms in the downtown area,
Charles Reams has been named
with $454.50 collected.

elected, others include Warren
Graham, G. B. Butterworth, C. H.
McDaniel, Dr. H. W. Connaughton,
Smith Atkins and Randall Burchem. Officers for the coming year
will be elected from the nine directors at their next meeting.

$700 Reported In
Girl Scout Drive

Since almost half of the Rotary teams, working in the area Red Devils Play
of larger contributions downtown, have yet to report, it is Tiptonville Here
hoped that this year's total may
The South Fulton Red Devils
yet pass the thousand-dollar foottball team will play Tiptonmark.
ville here Friday night at Memorial Stadium. Game time is 8
p. m. A large crowd of fans
are expected to attend.

Legion Members To
Have Free Feed

There will be a free feed at the
American Legion post home on
Thursday, Oct. 15, at 7 p. m.
All vterans are invited to attend in a body Veterans Day
Services at the First Methodist
Church on Nov. J at 10:45 a. m.

that it shouldn't take long to
get this section completed and
the houses hooked up if the
weather stayed good.
On Tuesday of last week, following the meter installation,
the first three homes were hooked up. These were those of Mrs.
Montez C. Oliver, Joe B. Harris
and Raymond Clark, all in the
Burcham-Oliver Addition.
Last week, Brooks Crockett.
superintendent of the WeakleY
County Municipal Electric System, saiid that Kentucky Utilities was cooperating very nicely
In disconnecting their lines as
the new chairman of the Board of the homes are made ready for
the Willow Plunge Corporation, the TVA power.
with Dan Taylor vice-chairman,
Mrs. Win Whitnel, secretary and
Mrs. Glyn Bushart, treasurer.
Other board members include Paul
Heltsley, Cecil Wade and Lawrence Yates, new members, and
Mrs. Pattie Mae Fields and Nelson
The Cayce P-TA will meet
Tripp, old members who will Thursday night. Oct. 15, at 7 p. m.
serve another year
at the school building, for a potA tentative meeting of the new luck supper. Everyone is urged to
Board has been set for next Mon- attend. The new president and
day night at the home of Mrs. vice-president will be installed at
that time.
Bushart.

F. McKnight, C. H. Newton,
Mrs. Montez C. Oliver, James
R. Pruiett, Gerald R. Rogers,
Boyd C. Russell, Calvin Seccomb, Newton Smith, Dan K.
Taylor, Albin Thorpe, Porter
Twigg, Wilbert R. Vetter, Cecil
Gardner Whitlock,
Wade
L.
Billy Wright, J. V. McKendree,
Joe Graves and Albert S. John-

MEET

FRIDAY

Homemakers
Palestine
The
will meet Friday at 1:30 p. m.
at the home of Mrs. Lon Brown
on Pearl Street. All members
are urged to be present, anel
visitors are welcome.

congregation for the Church of Christ, the first in Bergen and the second in the country of Norway.
The first Church of Christ congregation in Norway
was established in Oslo about five or six months before
the Adamses arrived in that country.
Mrs. Adams. 28, the former Barbara Colley of Fulton, and the
Adams' 21-month-old son, Doran
Wilson, will be in Fulton until
Christmas visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Doran Colley of East
State Line, while Mr. Adams is
holding revivals over the United
States. At present he's in Ohio and
from there will go to Georgia and
Texas.
Connie, 29, is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Adams of Hopewell,
Virginia.
Connie and Barbara met while
attending FlOrida Christian College
in Tampa, Fla. Mr. Adams was
majoring in Bible and Religious
Education, while his bride-to-be
was business administration major.

Elsewhere is US KAN

32 Homes In South Fulton Being
Serviced By TVA Wednesday Morning

Cayce P-TA To
Have Pot-Luck

Mr. And Mrs. Arthur Matheny To
Celebrate Golden Wedding Sunday
One of the Twin-Cities most loved couples, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Matheny of 711 East State Line, will celebrate their Golden Wedding Ansiversary on Sunday,
Oct. 18, with open house at the One and All Club on the
Dukedom'Highway. Fhends and relatives are invited.to
call between 2 and 5 p. m.
Mr. Matheny is a member of
the South Fulton City Council and
manager of Wade's Used Store on
Main Street.
Dir. and Mrs. Matheny are the
parents of Mrs. G. L. Winstead of
Fulton. Mr. Matheny will be 73
on Feb. 24 and his wife will be
86 on Nov. 18.
The charming couple were married on Oct. 20, 1909 at Dresden,
Tenn.. while sitting in their buggy
in front of the court house.
Squire Will House performed the
ceremony and they were attended
by Mrs. Matheny's two nieces,
Mrs. Blanc Barker, now of Birmingham, Ala., and Mrs. Charles
Smith, now of Paris. Tenn. Both
of them will be here Sunday for
the celebration.
Mr. Matheny, son of William
JOINS TENNESSEE GUARD
Members of the National Guard
Company at Hickman, finding
themselves without a unit when
the Kentucky National Guard
strength was cut recently, have
joined the Guard Company at
Union City. Tennessee en masse.

Adams Couple Return Home AfterEstablishing Church In Norway

But never underestimate the
capacities of the little women. At
their suggestion I laid flat across
the bed. with all hands pulling
the dress together while Mrs.
Baker did the stitching. She did •
masterful job, but with one
reservation. I was not to breathe
hard, laugh even a little, or bend
over even if I saw a thousand dollar bill on the floor. They didn't
have to worry. I couldn't have
bent an inch to get out of the way
of a truck.

Copy, Illo

tO Illitearly: trade area MN

MR. AND Mita. CONNIE ADAMS
way about eight months.
Upon their arrival in Bergen
they lived in a hotel for a month,
until they got an apartment.
The Adames found a place to
hold services and attracted a congregation through newspaper ads.

They don't have TV and the radio
can only be heard certain hours so
everyone reads the newspapers.
A short time before they returned the States they started a Sunday School for the children, and
it was amazing how fast it grew.

Before Mr. Adamrieft Bergen
his congregation had bought into
a building. which will be completed next Setember.
Bergen is built in and around
seven mountains and the Adams
home was located half way up one
of the mountains. They could see
the whole city from their windows.
The fall is the rainy season in
Bergen with 120 inches or 10 feet
of rainfall. Upon the Adames' arrival there on September 11, it
gained nearly everyday u n t 11
Christmas. Everyone takes an umbrella and most people wear a
raincoat, at all times.
Barbara said that they liked Norway very much. They had to learn
the Norwegian language from recordings after their arrival there.
Barbara said she only learned the
language well enough to get by.
but that Connie, her husband, was
preaching Norwegian without
manuscripts or notes, when they
left there.
Bergen It a very old town, parts
of it being built around 1000 or
1100. It Is cut off from the rest of
Norway by the Fjords, series of
rivers running inland. In the winter-time the only transportation
Continued On Pare lies

and Martha Jane Matheny, was
born and reared at Ruthville,
Tenn., which is six miles south of
Fulton. Mrs. Matheny was born
and reared five miles north of
Dresden. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Brurnrnitt.
Following their wedding they
lived on her parents' farm, where
Mr. Matheny worked as a farmer,
until in October, 1925, when they
moved to Fulton and he went to
work for the Illinois Central Railroad in the mechanical department. After thirty years, in 1954,
Mr. Matheny retired from the railroad and in 1955 accepted the job
of manager of the furniture store
here.
Mr. Matheny has served on the
South Fulton Council for three
terms (being out in 1956 and 1957). He is now seeking re-election
and in speaking of the primary
election coming up, South Fulton's
first, he urged everyone to go out
and vote. He said, "Vote as you
please. but please vote."
Both, Mr. and Mrs. ItIaZheity are
members of the First Methodist
Church, and to the South Fulton
P-TA. He also is a member of the
Booster Club and the AFofL labor
organization.
Mrs. Matheny is a great fisherman and cake baker and Mr. Matheny does some hunting, for
recreation.

PLAIN TALK

I

By BM Hays
Every generation has its fads
and its highlights. Probably one
of the funniest fads of our parents'
generation were the goldfish
eaters. Maybe even the record
eaters could have qualified as
funny if their stomachs had been
in better shape.
But our generation has its overabundant share of stupidity, particularly the "Beatniks." It is nothing more than an extension of Existentialism, started by Jean Paul
Satre, a French philosopher. I do
not know the exact meaning of
Existentialism because, probably,
no one else seems to be able to
give a clear, unmuddled definetion. Like so the "Beatnik."
When I was in college last year.
I met causally a few "Beatniks" or
those who fancied themselves so.
One that I particularly remember
wore undies. open toe variety,
during the coldest winter day and
faded blue jeans with purple dyed
army shirt. Of course he had a
Continued On Pepe Piss

Waterfield Earns Tile of "Mr. Democrat"
In Joining Forces To Achieve Big Victory
Kentuckians everywhere have a
justifiable pride in the gentlemanly
and statesman-like characteristics of
Harry Lee Waterfield who was defeated for Governor in the Democratic primary after a long and too
bitter campaign.
No man, regardless of his attributes, can feel anything but disappointment in losing victory. But it
takes a man of strong character to
put aside the bitterness of a battle
and join the victor in achieving the
goal for which they were fighting.
In accepting the invitation to introduce former President Harry Truman at Paducah on October 24 and
attending the opening meeting of the
campaign of the Democratic party, of
which he is a staunch and loyal member,- Harry Lee Waterfield makes it
known that he is a good Democrat,
first and always.
The editors of this newspaper make
no apology for its editorial and personal support of Harry Lee's opponent, Bert Combs. Having been in politics for a long, long time, Harry Lee

knows full well that his opponents in
one campaign have been loyal supporters in another campaign. And
Harry Lee too, has supported a candidate in one campaign, but yet circumstances made it impossible for him to
support that same candidate in
another campaign.
That's the Democratic process. And
though difficulties arise in that process that are often bitter and disappointing, it will always be that way
unless drastic changes are made in
the pattern by which we elect our
public officials.
Harry Lee's activity in this Democratic campaign should serve as an
indictation to his many friends in
Kentucky that he reviews the primary as an event that is past and that
it is his desire to achieve victory for
the entire Democratic ticket on the
November ballot.
We ;tip our hats in deep respect to
Harry Lee Waterfield and we know
you'll do the same by voting for a
tremendous Democratic victory in
November.

A Plan For Controlling the Creek Takes Shape
The Fulton City Council w a s
pleasantly surprised last week to
learn that a way may have been
found to do something about controlling the rampaging waters of Harris
Fork Creek during times of excessive
rainfalt
The City was advised that around
$20,000 had been "found" in unused
government money, available for
building retaining pools on the aboveFulton reaches of the creek watershed, and that such government
money might be used to finance up to
80% of the costs of such pools, or
lakes.
It was estimated that cosntruction
of three of such dams would reduce
the flood-stage water level on troublesome Harris Fork by three feet; five
dams would lower the level by five

feet.
The County committee, headed by
Roy Bard, told the City that they believe this is the way that the creek can
be controlled.
The Council, prompt_ to act on the
matter, called a meeting last Wednesday night in Fulton to bring together
representatives of the Council, the
County Committee, and property
owners concerned, and it is our understanding that some substantial
progress is being made toward getting
something done.
This is a matter of vital concern to
every businessman in Fulton, and
we hope that, if certain farm owners
are willing to convert a part of their
property to permanent retaining
pools, that the businessmen of Fulton
will agree to doing whatever they are
called on to do as their part.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

HOW 'WESTERNS' CHALLENGE US
By Irene Dunne. Actress and
Delegate to the United Nations
Today's "Westerns" go back to that
old American hero, the rugged individual. Why is the screen cowboy a
hero, while the siren gangester is not?
Because the gangster is not a free individual.
SOME people think that to lack
responsibility is to be free. It is not
so. We have only to look around at the
world's oppressed people who have
lost the freedom to decide for themselves.
Their governments hold that the
state should look out for the individual. Our country, however, was founded on the belief that the individuals
must look out for the state.
This means that we have duties to
our families, to our nighbors, to our
nation, to our world, and to our God.
AN imposing list, is it not? But only
free people possess those responsibilities. And only the carrying out of
those responsibilities can keep us
free.
Is it a burden to think of the needs
of others, to act as we know we
should? If so, such actions are the
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burdens of free men. They are a lot
more pleasant and easy than having
someone else do your thinking and
acting for you.
HAVE we, however, as a people,
declined in self-reliance? Is t h e
pioneer spirit gone? No, we simply
have new frontiers now — many
more things to turn our hand to.
Large population, wealth, and industry only add to our responsibilities — and therefore to our opportunities for service. A motorist driving on
a road with only a few cars has nowhere near the responsibility he has
in driving on a rush-hour freeway.
Then again, with millions of words
pouring upon us from all parts of the
world, we face the danger of slackening our concern for events of tremendous proportions. "What," we may
ask, "can I do about all this?" Well,
we can keep a sense of perspective.
We can form our own judgments
among all the warring words a n d
opinions.
ALSO, as we grow more inventive,
there will be ever increasing leisure.
What will we do with this time if we
are already doubtful how to use the
leisure we now have?
These are things that must be decided within us. They are in the realm
of "moral decisions." Through them
we fulfill our obligations to God, to
others, and to ourselves.
For to serve is to have an aim in
life which brings forth our best efforts. The challenge of today is the
promise of a better tomorrow — for
us and for the world.
To bring it about is-our responsibility. The fate of our nation and of our
world depends upon us.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

hiGNoti• s

of the world the birth rate is far
exceeding the death rite, due
mostly to the more universal development of modern medicine in
saving lives. He also made many
interesting comments on America
and world affairs.
Mrs. Kathryn Ordway, Director of District Three, presided at
the banquet. The Henderson club
introduced Ewing Graham, formerly of Paducah and now connected with Radio Station WSON
at Henderson whose program of
magic delighted the audience.
Several members from the Fulton-South Fulton club attended
the two-day meeting. Mrs. Kellena
Four districts of the Business Durbin. local secretary, gave the
and Professional Women's Clubs report from the local club. Mrs
of Western Kentucky met at Ken- Kellie Lowe is local president.
lake Hotel October 10-11 for annual Fall Round-up.
MAMMOTH CAVE
Dallas Townsend, internationally
known CBS World News RoundMammoth Cave, which was disup Editor, spoke to 238 members covered around 1800, was opened
Friday
banquet
the
at
and visitors
to visitors shortly after the War of
evening. Mr. Townsend, in pres- 1812.
enting his talk. used an imaginary
man from space as a spectator in
MaILARGUIlli MILL
our world. This man from space
saw the "Population Bomb" as beAt McHargue's Mill. near Loning a greater problem than the
see the
atom, hydrogen, or cobalt bombs, don, Ky., visitors can
of old
world tension or world leadership. world's largest collection
.
millstones
mountain
parts
some
in
that
out
He pointed

picture of his lite and family.
I am now trying to find out
descendants of my great-grandmother's sisters and brother and
am hoping that any mail may
bring a letter from your county.
None of this work is very easy.
I find that numbers of people do
not know names of their greatgrandparents. You have been very
kind to give me this boqst and I
am very hopeful that I may learn
something. Thank you again.
Sincerely,
Mary A. McCullen
(Mrs. Ira B. McCullen, Sr.)

•
FROM THE FILES.—

Turning Back The Clock-OCTOBER 13, 1959
The Young Men's Business Club
held its regular dinner meeting in
the Rainbow Room, Tuesday night,
with the new officers taking office for the coming six months.
The Fulton Board of Education
met Monday night at the high
school building.
Bob White and Frank Beadles,
new members, were sworn in.
Pete Canter and two companions, one a girl by the name
of Workman, and the other a man
by the name of Crittendon, were
carried to Graves county jail in
Mayfield late Sunday for an offense they allegedly committed
near Austin Springs, Tenn., early
last night.
Work on graveling the Middle
Road from the junction of the

Cayce-Jordan road toward Fulton is progressing and should be
completed by Jan. 1.
Mrs. W. L. Jolley of the Bowers
Community near South Fulton.
recently won one hundred dollars
in cash for a road side jingle in a
contest sponsored by a shaving
cream manufacturer.
Bob McKnight and the Burncite-Carter Ranch Boys of Memphis will present a musical program Tuesday night, Oct. 17, at
7:30 at the Science Hall. sponsored
by the Boy Scouts, Troop No. 43.
Isadore Fishel, of the Vanderbilt Auto Sales Company, St.
Louis, wrecked his car and two
used cars he was taking to St.
Louis, from Milan. Tenn., last Friday night on the Hickman highway.

around town with

Ouida Jewell
Woman's Cub of Graves County.
Congratulations to our friend,
She has been active in civic. compresident
Poyner,
Mrs. Josephine
munity, religious, and charitable
of the Mayfield Business and Pro- projects in Mayfield and Graves
the
fessional Woman's Club for
county for a number of years.
past two years, for having been
She and her husband, W. D.
by
Year"
the
of
"Woman
samed
have one child, Deldra
Poyner,
that group. Mrs. Poyner's selection
Lyn.
a
at
week
last
d
was announce
breakfast given at the Hall Hotel
The Fulton Woman's Club woo
in Mayfield by the club as the first prize in the Year Book conWeek.
opening event of Woman's
test at the First District fall meetI first met Mrs. Poyner back
ing of the Kentucky Federated
last spring when she asked me to
Women's Clubs at Marion Oct.
help organize a B&PW club in 6. The Paducah club was second
the
of
Fulton. Since that time, all
and Murray third. Twenty-five
Fulton and South Fulton B&PW
Women's Clubs were represented
members have grown to love her. at the meeting. The third prize in
She is such a wonderful person!
painting was won by th Hickman
Just one example of the nice club.
Mrs. C. C. Lowery of Murray
and thoughtful things she does—
was elected goversor of the First
the moment she heard of the tragic
accident of the son of our club District. The new Junior Represpresident, Mrs. Poyner immedi- entative electd was Mrs. R. E. Terately called me to learn of his rel of La Center.
condition. And, she left word to
The Fulton High Bulldogs will
keep her informed.
to Crittendon County for
journey
Sunday
was
morning
The next
game this Friday night.
football
a
Mayfield
of
group
and she and a
B&PW members attended church
The TV for TB Victory Celetogether. Before church she told
held on Oct. 18, at
the group of young Truitt Lowe's bration 'will be
State TB Hosaccident and of his serious condi- the District One
lle. Everyone is
tion—and asked that he be re- pital at Madisonvi
Invited to attend.
membered in their prayers.
There will be a tour of the hosSunday afternoon when I heard
2:30 p. m. The address
of Truitt's death. I called Mrs. pital at
will be given by Dr. C. C. Howard,
Poyner and she said she was comof the state TB Hospital
ing down. I then dressed, went out chairman
for a sandwich and on to the Lowe Commission.
home. Mrs. Porter had driven
Mrs. Lucy Day McAmis of South
down from Mayfield and was alwas visiting her son in
Fulton
I
and
mother
when
ready there,
Texas, back a few weeks
Houston.
arrived.
persons were
The next evening she brought a ago. when several
at a grade
group of B&PW members down to killed in an explosion
school there. Mrs. McAmis said
the funeral home.
when the
Mrs. Poyner has been an em- that she was close by
went to
ploye of the Merit Clothing Com- explosion occurred and
pany for the past 22 years and is the school house.
a member of the Merit Twenty
Amory. Miss.
Year Club. She also serves as secOctober 11, 1959
retary of the Loyal Birthday Club
Miss Ouida Jewell
sponsorel by the Merit, a post she
Fulton, Ky.
has held for six years.
A member of the Merit bowling Dear Miss Jewell:
Thank you very much for sendteam, she has been president of
the Mayfield Lague of the Wom- ing me copies of your paper and
an's International Bowling Con- especially for publishing the artigress, Inc. for the past two years. cle in regard to my ancestry
She is a past Noble Grand of query.
I have enjoyed them very much
Rebekah Lodge. 77. of Mayfield, a
past district deputy president of and think that I would like to subDistrict Two, which includes six scribe. Am enclosing $4.00.
I have a fairly complete history
Rebekah lodges, and is now serving as secretary for District Two. of the McFadden family coming
Mrs. Poyner is a member of from Chester Co., S. C. to TennesChrist Methodist Church, the A- see and then my ancester, Ralph
and
merican Legion Auxiliary, the S. McFadden left Tennessee
Band-Parents club, and is first- went to Kentucky. From the cenvice president of the Democratic sus records, I have a very good
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Reddy's
Home-bulb
THRIFTI-PAC
$1.66
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GET 6
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Now ... buy the light you need — and SAVE!
Reduce eye-strain with I50-watt bulbs for reading
lamps and the kitchen; 100-watt bulbs for other
living areas; 75-watt bulbs for low-light level areas
and decorative beauty. Use this coupon, the one
enclosed with your electric bill, or get coupon from
our office, or your dealer.
This offer is open October 1 to November 30 to all
residential customers receiving their electric bills
from Kentucky Utilities Company and Old Dominion Power Company. Prices shown here are
based on manufacturers' current price schedules
which are subject to change. In the event of any
change, the prices listed in this plan will be adjusted accordingly. The Company has no knowledge of any anticipated change.

Phom

COUPON

I

FREE BULB

I

6 bulbs ... value $1.66 for $1.33 (fax heal
This coupon when signed entitles the holder to receive
a 150-watt lamp bulb without charge with the purchase of. minimum of two 100-watt bulbs, two 75-watt
bulbs and one 150-watt bulb from any cooperating
lamp bulb dealer, in territories served by Kentucky
Utilities Company and Old Dominion Power Company
between October 1 and November 30, 1959.
Cultomer's Nome
Dookr's Nom*
Town

NOTE TO DEALERS in territories served by KUOD:
This coupon when properly filled in will be redeemed
for 33c at your nearest KU-OD office at the end of the
activity.
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Live Better Electrically!
See you dealer
and stock up on light bulbs now.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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Managers Of Mighty Mississippi
Make Inspection Trip Oct. 5
Since time began, rivers have
captured the imagination of man.
They have been an inspiration for
poets, magic for the ordinary, and
a boon, as well as a problem, for
the practical. There are the sweet,
gently flowing Afton, the mysterious Nile, the Blue Danube — and
the Mighty Mississippi.
It is interesting to discover the
personality of a river. In this the
Mississippi presents no problem
for it is, indeed, a mighty river, a
"devil in the ditch", an "angel in
disguise". Shifting, winding, eroding, its tons and tons of water flow
ceaselessly to the Gulf of Mexico.
At Cairo, Ill., 534 river miles north
of Vicksburg, Mississippi, headquarters of the Mississippi River
Commission, the Ohio and the Upper Mississippi Rivers join to form
the lower Mississippi. Taming the
lower portion of this "devil in the
ditch" and keeping him securely
in his shackles is the responsibility of a body of seven men. These
men, appointed by the President of
the United States and confirmed
by the Senate, form the 80-yearold Mississippi River Commission,
a U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
agency. The general duties of the
Commission as an executive body
include the recommendation of
policy and work programs. the

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Coat
Watches. Choke sad Time
Plows W AU tbdo Mew
misty asipatred at Lew Oast
by—

ANDREWS
Jawelry Company
p.

study of and reporting upon the
necessity for modifications or additions to the flood control and
navigation project, recommendation on matters authorized by law,
making inspection trips and holding public hearings. The Commission had its annual low-water inspection trip on October 5th, starting just above Cairo at Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Charged with harnessing and
improving the lower Mississippi to
make its valley safe from floods
and the river a strong navigation
artery, the Mississippi River Commission was created in 1879 by
Act of Congress. It made its first
inspection trip that year, with
General Benjamin Harrison (who
was later to become President of
the United States) and James B.
lads, noted engineer, as two of
its members. Each year since that
time, the Commission has made
semiannual inspection trips during
the highwater season in the spring
and the low-water season in the
fall.
Supporting commerce from the
entire country, the Mississippi is
truly a national river. But it is international as well. In the great
riverports of New Orleans and
Baton Rouge, ships of all nations
gather — Iranian oil tankers;
spice-laden vessels from India;
ships from the "have not" areas of
the world receiving grain from the
midwest to feed their hungry populations; and South American
traders taking on shiny new automobiles from Detroit for the
streets of Lima and Rio.
Industry is moving to the lower
Mississippi, too, in a steady march
with a Dixieland beat. Attracted in
part by an awakened, progressive
South that is "on the move" but
more attracted by the abundance
111111ME

SAVE MONEY
ON REPAIRS

C
10
1
SERVICE
REPAIR

Don't wait for little TV
troubles to grow tuts
big ones. Call us at the
first sign of trouble.
Depend on our expert
service.
Antenzuui Installed

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307

DO YOU KNOW
There is a general tendency to take out Life Insurance and let it go at that. It is very practical to protect the insurance investment and go at least one
step further. Check up on Funeral Matters, make
your thoughts known in detail at least to your family and to do it right include the Funeral Director of
YOUR choice. Death is a problem. It is inevitable
and it really is not fair to leave all the many details
to others at a time when everything can be so confusing.
The HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME has been in
this line of work for over 35 years. You can depend
upon us for practical help and advice.

WE!
Kling
other
areas
one
from

Hornbeak Funeral Home
Ambulance Service
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 7
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We Serve To Serve Again
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One of Fulton's most attractive homes located in the Highlands on a 65 x 210 ft. lot. Four
bedrooms, den, recreation room in full basement, plenty of closet space, hardwood floors,
full tile bathroom upstairs and half-tile bath
downstairs, newly redecorated screened-in
front porch, and clean throughout. Home is
fully insulated with coal furnace and automatic stoker. Backyard has concrete table,
huge concrete barbecue pit and high hedge for
privacy, and plenty of shade and fruit trees.
Can be seen by appointment.

if now.

'ANY

Call 1270 or 470

be in Mt. Zion Cemetery.
Survivors include six other daughters, Mrs. 0. L. Bushart, Mrs.
Alzo Hicks, Mrs. Rich Gardner
and Mrs. Jess Wright, all of Fulton, Mrs. Dick Mullins of Tampa.
Mrs. Bubbles Walker of New
Mexico; a son, Jesse Bushart of
Hazel Park. Mich., and several
grandchildren.
The body will be brought to the
funeral home here at 2:30 a. m.
Wednesday.
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Happy Birthday
October 16: Ellis Heathcott, Sonny Underwood, Charles Powell,
Jerry Atkins, Guy Fry; October 17:
Sue Ellen Pharis, Sandra Camp,
Jim Burton, Edgar Grissom; Oc-

01111 MO NM- PAID estele.erazes oP
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The DESCENDANT OF THE ORVANAL DONOR,
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tober 18: Mrs. Lynn Taylor, Michael J. Calliham, Susan McDade,
Mrs. Edgar Chandler, Artie Marie
Bondurant, Patricia Sue Hood,
Dessie Abbott, A. J. Lore, Mrs.
Grover Dallas; October 19: Mrs.
Faye Lester, John Earl McClanahan, Wayne Cooley, Robert A.
Batts, Royce McKelvy, Al T.
Owens, Harry Reams, Robert
Rucker; October 20: Joe D. Davis,
Marion Blackstone, Esther L.
Evans; October 21: Linda Haynes,
Mrs. Ernest Boaz; October 22: Mrs.
Carl M. Robbins, Mrs. Billy Joe
Forrest, Mr. Claude Linton; D. H.
French, Mrs. Henry Edwards, Jeffrey D. Sensing, Jean Neeley; October 23: Martha Thornton, Lynn
Bushart, R. Paul Westpheling III,
Jimmy Newton, Hendon 0. Wright,

tneionateisaaies Pearl, co pined t93i
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Godfrey Binford, Mrs. S. R. Mauldin, Mrs. Clarence Reed, Michael
Powell, Harvey Bondurant.
FIRST SETTLEMENT
Kentucky had the first permanent white settlement and was the
first state organized west of the
Alleghenies.
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DEATHS

ASPHALT

Rachel Clinard

Miss Rachel Clinard of Dukedom, Route 1 died at her home
suddenly late Saturday afternoon
after a short illness. She was 34.
Miss Clinard was born in WeakW. F. (Fain) Parker of Dukedom
ley County, Tenn., Nov. 20. 1924.
died Monday morning at 12:20.
He leaves his wife. Mrs. Willie Her mother, Mrs. Forrest Clark
Parke of Dukedom; a daughter, Clinard died in 1943.
Mrs. Carlos Grissom of Dukedom;
Miss Clinard was a member of
three sons. Koyce and Kenneth the Pleasant View Missionary BapParker, both of Dukedom. and W. tist Church.
M. Praker of Oneida, N. Y.; and
She leaves her father. Pete Clinseveral grandchildren.
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home ard of Dukedom. Route 1; five
had charge of funeral arrange- brothers. Guy and Jimmy Clinard,
both of St. Louis, Herbert Clinard
ments.
of Newark, N. J., Donald and Boyd
Funeral services were held WedClinard, both of Dukedom.
nesday at 2 p. m. at Good Springs
Services were held Monday
Cumberand Presbyterian Church.
The Rev. Ronald Bynum offici- afternoon at 1, at the Good
ated. Burial was in the church Springs Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. Bro. James Holt officiated.
cemetery.
Burial, under direction of Jackson
Brothers Funeral Home, was in
the church cemetery.

$0.6C

..1.y.

irtes

W. F. Parker

B. L. Ellegood

Services were held at 10 a. in.
Tuesday at the Saint Edwards
Catholic Church, for Raphael L..
Ellegood, South Fulton grocery
store operator. who died Sunday at
11:20 a. m., of acute arsenical
poisoning. Mr. Ellegood died two
sours after being taken to the Hillview Hospital- in Fulton. Father
Carroll and Father Tarrent officiated. Burial, under direction of
Whitnel Funeral Home, was in
Greenlee Cemetery. He was 84.
Mr. Ellegood was a member of
the St. Edwards Catholic Church.
He was born in Fancy Farm, Ky.,
on May 27, 1895, but had lived in
South Fulton for quite a few years.
He was the son of the late Sam
and Emma Riley Ellegood.
Mr. Ellegood leaves his wife,
Mrs. Nora Agnes Lee Ellegood;
four sons, Samuel Ellegood of
Peoria. Dl., Doyle Ellegood
Flint, Mich.. Eugene Ellegood of
Union City, Term.. and Rupert
Ellegood of Baltimore, Md.; two
daughters. Mrs. Cecelia Sergerson
of Union City and Mrs. Leola McIntyre of Fulton; two brothers,
Roy Ellegood of Fancy Farm, and
Ira Ellegood of Milburn, Ky.; 20
grandchildren, two great-grandchildren and several nieces and
nephews.
Pallbearers were Rich Gardner,
0. L. Bushart. Ben Davis, Walter
McClanahan, Joe Mac Reed and
D. L. Gore.
of water and bulk transportation
afforded by the river, hundreds of
new industries have moved into
the area in the past few years.
Aluminum plants, oil refineries,
huge chemical plants, furniture
and textile mills — a diversified
industrial complex is rising in
what was once "cotton" country.
Of particular interest to the
Commissioners while making the
was a
low-water inspection
progress check of work at the Old
River Control site, just below
Natchez, Miss., where a plan of
improvement is under construction
to prevent the Mississippi from behaving in an especially devilish
way. It has been trying to change
its course and flow to the Gulf of
Mexico through Old and Atchafalaya Rivers. This diversion, which
offers the waters of the Mississippi
a shorter route to the Gulf, would
also isolate Baton Rouge and New
Orleans from their present ad—
vantageous position on its banks.
These and other matters are the
concern of the Mississippi River
Commission as the Mississippi becomes more and more important
to the future of America. It's paradoxical — this steamboat trip
aong the silent Mississippi in the
jet and missle and Moon-rocket
age. But it makes a lot of sense.
Witness the lesson taught by the
river itself — a great rushing,
plunging flood brings only destruction, while the steady, orderly flow made possible by manmade
improvements brings benefit for
all. This has been proved by test.

Mrs. Mary Bushed
Mrs. Mary R. Bushart, 90, native
of Hickman County, died Sunday
at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Chester Bobier, Tampa. Fla.
Funeral services will be held at
2 p. 311. Thursday at Hornbeak
Funeral Home with the Rev. Joe
C. Gardner officiating. Burial will
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AGE OF PAVEMENT—SEARS

can save Kentucky $20,200,fl`ft0
on its new Interstate Highways in 20 years!
not pay one single penny for upkeep.\-..)u pay it
—along with all the other Kentucky drivers. The
money comes from the state road fund that is
financed by the tax on every gallon of gasoline
you buy.
That's why concrete's true economy and quality are so important—why every mile of
Kentucky's Interstate System should be paved
with modern concrete.

A study of Highway Department records for the
heaviest traveled roads built in Kentucky since
1936 proves concrete costs 75% less for upkeep
than asphalt.
The same rate of savings can be applied to our
state's new Interstate Highways. In 20 years
concrete can save $31,600 per four-lane mile,
or a grand total of $20,200,000 on the System's
entire 640 miles.
Remember,too,while the FederalGovernment
pays 90% of the original construction cost,it does
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SUPERLATIVE
NEW CHEVROLETS
FOR 1960!

4 IMPALAS--All the car you ever yearned for! Each embodies distinctive treatment inside and out, with triple-unit rear lights, fingertip
door releases and safety-reflector armrests. Impala sport sedan above.
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4 EEL AIRS—Priced just above Chevy's thriftiest models! Like all
Chevies, they give you the famed Hi-Thrift 6 or a new Economy
Turbo-Fire V8 as standard equipment. 4-door Be! Air sedan above.

CHEVROLET

,

Nearest to perfection a low-piked

L

car ever camel

eiaaarmairaniracinin...""".

3 BISCAYNES —These (honest to gosh) are the lowest priced of the
'60 Chevrolets. They bring you the same basic beauty and relaxing
roominess as the other models. 4-door Biscayne sedan above.

6 STATION WAGONS—Styled to carry you away, with the kind of
space to carry away most anything you want to take with youl
2-door Brookwood above.
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Ses your local authorized Chevrolet dealer

YOUR""'"""' TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUICK,INC
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Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
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program leader and guided the
group in a most informative discussion of school curriculum.
Miss Sarah Linton was honored
on her birthday with a luncheon
given by a group of friends at the
Park Terrace Restaurant Monday
at noon.
Miss Linton received a nice gift.
Those attending were Miss Linton. the honoree, Mrs. Clifton
Hamlett and Mrs. Rose King, both
of Jackson, Mrs. Rosa Allred, Miss
Myra Scearce, Mrs. Harry Allison.
Mrs. Leland Jewell, Mrs. Mille
Hemphill and Miss Ouida Jewell.

Cursey-Adams
Engagement Told

HOSPITAL NEWS

The engagement of Miss Beverly
Ann Cursey, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. T. F. Cursey of Fulton, and
Second Lieutenant William Kenton Adams, son of Reverend and
Mrs. William G. Adams of Martin,
Tennessee, is announced today by
her parents.
November twenty-sixth has been
set as the wedding date, with the
wedding vows being exchanged at
two-thirty- o'clock in the First
Methodist Church at Martin, Tenn.
Miss Cursey is a graduate of
Fulton High school and was graduated at Hawkins School of Medical
Technology in Memphis. She is
presently employed at the Murray
Hospital and is attending Murray
State College, where she is a member of Alpha Srgma Alpha sorority.
Lt. Adams is a graduate of Lone
Oak High school and was graduated from Murray State College.
He is now stationed at Fort Knox,
Kentucky.

Deadline For
Applications Set

The following were patients
Farmers who expect to partiIn the local hospitals Wednesday
cipate in the 1960 Conservation
morning, October 14.
Reserve of the Soil Bank have
another deadline coming up this
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL:
Syd Prestwick, Aarasota, Fla; week. Friday, Oct. 16, is th last
Mrs, Arnold Work, Dukedom; date to apply for contracts to beBro. T. A. Wilkerson, Palmeri- gin next year, according to Chairville; Miss Maude Sisson Duke- man. W. 0. Gilreath of the Kendom; Mrs. Russell Boaz, Mrs. tucky Agricultural Stabilization
Louise Chamber, Mrs. Ray Flem- and Conservation committee.
Under the Conservation Reserve
ing, Ronny Pope, Clarance Johnand for 1969, the Chairman explains,
McGowan
Edrnon
son,
the farmer's first step was to ask
Phillip Wiley, all of Fulton.
the county ASC committee to esJONES HOSPITAL:
tablish a basic annual payment
Mrs. Fred Griffith and baby, rate for his farm. The deadline
Palmersville; Mrs. Robert Dan- for that request was October 9.
All farmers who made that rener, Palmersville; Mrs. Flora
Whipple. Hickman; Robert Ain- quest have received or are about
ley, Palmersville; Loulilla Mc- to rceive notification of the basic
Clanahan, Mrs. E. W. Bethel. rates established for the land they
Mrs. Henry Bethel, Mrs. Pearl vropose to place in the reserve.
Newton, Mrs. J. S. Mills, J. S. This may be either part or all of
Mrs. the cropland on the farm.
Collins,
Cornell
Mills,
Birdie Ledbetter and Guy Finch,
all of Fulton.

ment has called for bids to be
opened at Frankfort Oct. 30 on
19 Kentucky road-improvement
projects, including one in Fulton
County. The bridge and approaches over °bloc Creek on
Rice Road near the Upper Bottom Road will be improved.
This will be a distance of 0.114
mile.
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keep the plane on which we were
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Hospital is now living in New
Friday ber.
this
meeting
Instructors will include the Rev.
Looney, the honoree, her sister. dinner
Smyrna Beach, Florida and her of well-rounded youngsters.
The book was judged on ar- William Adams. Martin; the Rev.
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell h ad Mrs. Luke Mooneyham, Mr. night, October 16.
weather reports there didn't sound
The dinner will be a pot-luck rangement, content and activi- D. M. Hilliard and the Rev. Joseph
like they were issued by the charge of the program and Bob Mooneyham, and their daughter. affair and everyone is invited ties of the club.
L. Leggett. both of Fulton, Ky.; the
Brown gave the devotional. Lawr- Nell, Mrs. Rosie Smith and daughChamber of Commerce.
Rev. James P. Irion. Paris; the
ence Holland introduced the guest ter, Evelyn, Mrs. Stella Ellis. Mrs. to attend. Mrs. Vyron Mitchell
will present the program.
Rev. Walter Mischke, Murray; the
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NOTE TO MR& MATTIZ NUGRev. John Underwood, Dresden;
The group made plans for a Lovelace and Miss Lillian KenENT OF WINCHESTER, KY: We
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and Mr. Lyles.
were to bring you personal greet- bake sale at the KU office on Oct. nedy.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Tibbs,
Mrs. Looney received many nice Wingo, Route 2, are the
ings from your family in Fulton, 30 at 8 a. m.
proud pargifts.
the
Fulton Rotarians had
Ky. when we arrived there for a
ents of a six pound daughter born
in
South Fulton's P-TA met
meeting with Democratic women
Monday. October 12, 1959 at 7:50 pleasure of hearing one of the
The October meeting of the Ful"long-time" members of Rotary
of the Sixth District. But ole regular session Thursday night at
p. m. at the Fulton Hospital.
last Tuesday at their regular
Jupiter Pluvius and Mother Na- 7:30 in the study hall of the ton-Hickman counties Medical
Was
Phone 37
Auxiliary was held at 12:30 last luncheon at Smith's Rose Room.
The State Highway Depart- 214 Main St.
ture joined in the elements to school. Principal Lester Betty
Wednesday at the Rose Room of
Homer Pogue. retired business
Smith's Cafe. Mrs. Glynn Bushart, man now living in Murray and a
president, conducted the business Rotarian for 45 years, traced the
meeting and also reported on the growth and evolution of Rotary
Medical Auxiliary conference held International from the time he
155 Acre Farm on East State
joined the Birmingham (Ala.)
Line, Two Story, Frame House, in Louisville recently.
Club in 1915 to its present.
1 Stock Barn, 1 Tobacco Barn.
The Music Department of the
"When I joined the Rotary Club
Priced to sell!
Fulton Woman's Club had its first In Birmingham in 1915. Rotary
meeting of the year at the club was only 10 years old", Pogue re127 Acre Farm with 50 acres of
home Tuesday at 8:30 p. m. This counted, adding that in 1918 he
level bottom land, 2 miles East
was the annual dinner meeting. A moved to Chicago, joined the
of Latham, 1 mile from Highshort program followed the din- Number One Club (Rotary was
way on good gravel road. on
ner hour.
founded in Chicago) and had the
School Route, Milk Route and
EVEN I
pleasure of knowing and associMail Route. Good 3 bedroom
The Garden Department of the ating with many of the original
home with bath, 2 Good Deep
CAN SEE
Fulton Woman's Club held its first founders of the organization.
Wells.
meeting of the club year Friday
Pogue was the guest of Rodney
ATI
at 12:30 p. m, at the club home. Miller, who introduced him.
100 Acre Farm in the starvaA
lovely
luncheon
was
served.
tion area. Plenty of timber so
Mrs. Smith Atkins. chairman, pre- West Fulton P-TA
you can at least keep warm
sided. Mrs. Warren Graham preswhile you starve.
Meeting On October 22
ented Mrs. Don Henry of Hickman
as
guest
speaker.
Her
subject
was
The West Fulton P-TA's reg105 Acre Farm, with nice Brick
"Growing For Show", especially ularily scheduled meeting set for
Home on Highway South of
applied to roses.
Thursday night, Oct. 15, has been
Dukedom.
postponed until Oct. 22 at 7:30 at
Aer00...ir
The Dixie Mills company had a the Farm Room at the school. This
150 Acre Farm Southwest of
dinner-meeting at the Park Terwill be "Dad's Night."
Fulton with modern home, good
AA
,
race Monday night.
Mrs. C. B. Jones will have
buildings and good fences. Land
charge of the program, which will
all sowed down, In high state
Mrs. Pete Green, Mrs. Ellis
of cultivation If you want a
be on Civil Defense.
Beggs and Miss Elaine Beggs,
good farm, this is it!
GAME CANCELLED
beauticians from Fulton, attended
a workshop an dstyle show at AnThe football game scheduled be234 Acre Farm. modern brick
derson's at Union City. The work- tween the Fbilton Jkinior High
home, good fences, good buildTuesday
ings just outside Milburn, Ken- shop and style show were held by team and Martin there
Karr-Hill, with Jack Johnson as night was cancelled because of the
tucky
bad weather.
hair stylist.
1471
2 Acres with plenty of
/
Casual with that wonderful continental
Try our Dry Cleaning once. . . prove to
water if it rains Priced for
of
winging
foot,
your
on
high
.
.
air .
yourself everything we say about it is
quick sale!

Every now and then we get to
thinking way back into the halycon
era of our school days — and brother. that's way back — and a
piece of sentimental rhyme comes
to mind. Although our young 'uns
are still in grade school, we somehow don't hear them memorizing
"pomes" like we used to do, and
we sort of feel sad for them. Perhaps the modern school methods
are abandoning those sentimental
little rhymes that were so sifnple.
but yet said so much. For instance
remember the one about:
"When the frost is on the punkin
and the fodder's in the shock
0, it's then's the times a feller
is a-feelin' at his best,
With the risin' sun to greet him
from a night of peaceful rest,
As he leaves the house. bareheaded,
and goes to feed the stock.
When the frost is on the punkin
and the fodder's in the shock.
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Church Officials
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Dinner-Meeting

REFINANCE

NOW!

"Long Time" Rotarian
Guest Of Club Here

Bridge, Approaches
To Be Improved

FOR SALE:

You're dog-gone right...

The BOOT completes

OK- Parisian Sweater Cleaning
is the very best!

your

l

Fire Federal
savings & Loss Ass's

ottedit

wardrobe

Our Service
Gets out ALL the dirt and spots.

$4.99

line ... guaranteed to make your walking as comfortable as you could wish. Of
black suede or beige suede with matching crepe sole.

KASNOWIS DEPT. STORE
Lake Street

1'

Fulton

29 Acre Farm with good 5 room
house and bath Good fences and
good barn 5 miles from Fulton

Cannon Agency
FULTON, KENTUCKY
55 Phone 55
Bill Gray. Salesman

Work Shoes; Light-weight Boots
By RED WING: Finest line in America
We also have work boots, sport boots, dress boots
and insulated Boots, all in hard-to-fit sizes!

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP
Main Street

Phone 1748

Fulton

true! It really keeps your clothes newlooking longer by removing deep-down
dirt that dulls fabric colors -- ages garments before their time. See for yourself
. . . call on us today.

OR-Parisian Laundry& Cleaners
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It seems non- drawn person concentrating only The Fulton News, Thursday, October 1 , 1959 Page 5
Grieg, famous piano composer. volved in composing a sonnet), the ultra-sophisticate.
which is open to tourists. For two meaning which to this day I do not sensical to adopt the outward on his inability to cope, With the
weeks each June. Bergen has an understand. It was something manifestions without the true in- environment about him and pro- he adopts the attitudes of his offensive that has the advantage
of individuality, that poses to do nothing but retreat. In
international music festival in about choking, scratching, and ternal order
cog or of the initative. A permanent reoverproduction and low cost hous- is, the reason and purpose for in- short, he lacks guts; he lacks a group. He becomes only
Grieg's honor.
spoke in an attitude and he looses treat is total defeat. The "Beatboss
the
about
plus
ing,
something
Only
when
a
he
dividuality.
and
held
the
lacks
and
purpurpose;
motive
named
Adams
Mr.
fall
been
Last
has
Cresson
Jerry
nik" has retreated permanently inbeing in the garbage can and how pose is creative to the advance- the energy to take a positive stand. his true identity as a human beto succeed Kenneth Rowland as number of revivals in Denmark.
to the negative approach toward
It
the
ing.
is
groups
identity,
not
noises
shrill
the
Then
there.
got
he
in
Store
manager of the National
ment of knowledge for the better- He fancies himself an individuaany and all problems.
Mrs.
and
his.
Mr.
summer,
past
This
flute.
the
from
again
Fulton, and will take over his new
ment of man and individual is it list, a non-conformist. Actually,
took
son
young
their
Adamu
and
duties October 15th (today), the
In a "Beatnik's" own words, he's
Constant retreat will not alI am not familiar with "Beat- all necessary. A 'Beatnik" pri- he is far from being an individual
a vacation trip down through
News learned this week.
!intim', nor do I have much in- marily is an selfish, inwardly but is an ultra-conformist because ways went a war, rather it is triti "Crazy, Man, Crazy."
Italy,
Germany,
in
Europe,
visiting
Creason comes to Fulton from
France, Belgium, Hol- clination to become so. As I say,
Benton, Kentucky, his home. In SwLserland.
and Monaco. While most of what I know is casual enDenmark
land,
with
associated
Benton he has been
Adams preached counter and hearsay. But it seems
Mr.
trip
the
on
the
for
the National Store there
and to me that a great deal of it is
Switzerland
Zurich,
in
once
past six years. He is 24, married
France.
muddled thinking and a form of
and the father of two boys. age once in Paris,
The Ada mass made the three- rebellion against good sense. The
one and three years. Mrs. Creason
car. They slept out "beatniks" seem to strive for inand the children expect to move weeks trip by
tent seven nights and the dividuality and seek to becerne the
to Fulton around the first of No- In a
rest of the time was spent either
vember, he told The News.
4
7A
with friends or in hotels, as their WE SERVICE air conditioners,
P
home freezers, refrigerators, gas
Kenneth Rowland. congenial son took ill.
and
electric
stoves, gas and elecOne of the places they visited of
manager of the local firm for the
tric hot water heaters. We do
past 2% years, is being trans- special interest to Mr. Adams was
not service washers or dryers.
fetred to Tompkinsville, Kentucky, Worms, Germany. There they
Call Jones and House Service
where he will manage a similar visited the cathedral, where MarCompany at 466 (Nites, emerstore there. He is a native of that tin Luther took his stand against
gencies and holidays, call 2169).
Catholicism, when he went becity.
INSPECTED TOP QUALITY
Bill Clements is our service man;
11114KOPfitt moo wawa
fore the Diet.
quick
service
guaranteed.
Of all the countries they visited
they liked Germany and Holland
(Continued from Page 1)
out of there, besides a train to best, as they were so clean. The
Oslo. the capitol. is the air service. Adams couple found Italy and
France dirty.
which is very good.
The local couple had difficulties
The people in this town of 150.000 population are very set in their finding someone who spoke Engways and quite nosey — for in- lish in Italy and France but they
stance, they think nothing of ask- made out alright ir. Germany and
SUPER RIGHT
ing the price of things. where they Holland. as the language of those
7-RIB
Norwegto
similar
are
countries
Loin End
rent
much
how
and
bought,
were
CUT
Holin
moat
people
too,
Then,
ian.
mind
don't
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And,
one pays, etc.
Lb. 39e
telling all about their own busi- land know the English language.
ness. Other than that, the people
Last September a young couple.
SUPER RIGHT
are very friendly.
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Harris joined
4 to 8 lb...29°
Barbara said that she and her the Adams couple in their work.
husband didn't like the Norwegian Mrs. Harris is the former Louise
Super Right
cooking as they use very little sea- Sims of Cuba. Ky., and her husCenter
Any Size Cut .
breakfast.
are
meals
Their
soning.
band, a minister, is from Arkansas.
lunch, the main meal. "middag", For the first two months, alter
Cuts
Lb.
Lb. Er
1-Lb.
SOUTHERN STATES
at 4 p. m.. then at 6 or 6:30 there their arrival in Bergen. the HarFirst
Bag
is cake, coffee or tea (all drinks
Fulton Co-Operative
Bag
ris family (they have two young
29e )
Cuts
Lb. 35°
are hot), and before they go to bed children) lived in the Adams
there is the open-faced sand- home.
Super Right
wiches, their main food at breakAnother couple joining them in
Pkg.
Thick Sliced
fast and lunch, also.
June were Mr. and Mrs. Bill
The people dress mostly like us, Pierce. He was from Somerset,
ALL GOOD SLICED
Lob la
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8t
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Iun.s8
S. Fulton
except for holidays like May 17 Ky, and she was from Fulton. Central Ave.
Lb.
urkeys New Pock
(similar to our July 4), when they Arkansas.
wear their native costume and
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have parades.
NOTEBOOK—
YOUR home a
Give
at
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As we said before, an umbrella
(Continued fries Page 1)
Serve
Lb.
)
Super
and • raincoat are a must. And, all shake hands. and if I had fainted LIFT FOR LIFE with a
Box
Right
Right
men carry small briefcases and all dead away I was too stiff to fall.
King
YORK HEAT PUMP
lb. 49c Lb.
women carry bags besides their
But I made it through the banSize
All
...
Meat
purses.
(lb. 33c)
quet and on back to Louisville and One compact unit heats and cools
The women carry bags to do with so much to talk about the
using only outside
automatically,
Their shopping in. Bergen has mod- banquet, neither of the ladies
air and electricity. Heats without
ern shops and department stores. thought to ask if I needed any
tire, fumes or smoke; needs no
U.S. No. 1
like ours. except for grocery stores. help to get out of the dress when I
floor space. 40 other great ad0Lbs.
(They are just beginning to get a got to the hotel — they went to vantages!
few self-type stores.) You buy their respective homes, you see!
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most everything from separate
Puerto
Lg.
Phone 560
stores, meat in one. fruit in anoLbs. 290
And to make a long story just a 111 IL State Line
163 Doz.59°
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ther. cheese. bread and staples, little shorter and not to bore you
Size
still in others.
with any more of my agonized
In Norway the bread is not sliced moments, I'm going to ask that
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arand
Peak
1"L
or wrapped. About a year ago it sometimes you try to work yourwas so that you culd buy bread self out of a shroud. while still
sliced and wrapped, but it was al- alive, and the only available inways able, the other being always strument to R. I. P. (take it as
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freshly made.
os Lb.
1
L.b. 399
rest in paw or rip) with a doorThe men all carry briefcases, knob stuck in the back of your
Ions Golden
.L6.•—•
and Barbera said she always won- neckline. It didn't work. I slept in
Cream
Style
dered Just what they carried in the dress. Morning brought the
Dutch Apple
Choice Ea.
them. She suspected that they dismantling crew from heador Pineapple
might carry their raincoat in them. quarters.
She said that at a party at their
house one night, one of the min- PLAIN TALK—
Mils Small
isters showed up with his, and she
Conttneed from Pape Oes
Whole Irish
got up the courage to ask Just
beard. Betides being a non-conwhat he had in it. He said. "Nothformist, he painted lovely caning." He just brought it out of
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color. In short, he cleaned his
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called it "sacred art." I shall never
Sultana
•
they got milk delivery three times
it
enone
canvas
particular
forget
in
a week. This was the only place
PIC:.
Short Graln
titled, and I quote, "Criticism No.
the city where milk was delivered.
3." It was one huge uneven circle
Super Right
Meat. eggs. etc. in Norway are of red paint speckled with purple
Cans
Stock Up And Save On
With Beane
a
of
on
and
field
chrome
blue
deep
the
in
like
not sold in pounds,
sea
I
him
green.
When
what
asked
A & P Exclusives
are
These
States, but in kilograms, which
Hudson
equal to two and two-tenth pounds he meant, quote he. "Like man,
°
Pk:s155
Reg. 21o....
400
here, and if the Adamses were not you don't dig? Oh man, you are,
careful in ordering they would end like I mean, you are from SquatsGal.
Permanent
Antiup with twice the amount they ville." Quote I, "Yea. like crazy."
Can
Type
Upon which I retreated. much awanted.
Cesselee.LOA laden
my
bashed
in
reto
back
ignorance,
a
had
couple
Adams
The
• direct drive
frigerator, one of the very few in Rembrandt and Raphael et al.
Large Size
il 16'trees In 16 seconds
Isn't
a
it
that
took
there
such
pitty
they
Bergen. All of the people
• fe s trees up to 3 fest
in
iarneter
use only hot drinks — tea and cof- plains to create such old fashioned
. W1
fans only 19 pounds
fee, and their Coca-Colas are sold masterpieces.
(I a bar and chain)
Another "Beatnik" I met at
off of the shelf.
Meat and milk are bought each party for the theater crowd. He sat
day and these are kept in cool with legs folded playing his flute.
K FIRST OF QUALITY
...TNIMa FIRST Of NOMELITE
places in the basement. In the The composition, his own, was enCat,
titled.
and
"Fog.
reChrome,"
a
for
winter there is no need
which sounded like fog, cat, and
frigerator.
All of the large cities in Norway chrome. Between each movement
have open markets where one can of shrill sqawks and squeeks, he
buy anything — fruits, vegetables. expounded, in poetic free verse
Phone 163
likrne
(too much trouble and thought in- 207 E. 4th
fish, flowers, etc.
There is no TV in Bergen. They
are just now beginning to get TV
in Oslo, the capitol city.
Ben
Mrs. Adams said that Bergen
keeps about 12 to 15 inches of
REDEEM YOUR
snow three months each winter.
The first winter they were in Bergen there was snow from the first
of January to the last of March.
When We Install Your
SAVE 7c
SAVE 5c
The second year there was not
much.
quite so
Two of the Ain winter sports
are skiing and ice skating. Mrs.
Giant 74
• A.
With )
12-0z
Adams said that before she left
Pke.
Witil Yr
Pt- 37it Ceepols
Bergen she could ski fairly well.
Minor Motor Maintenance
Can 89C Coupon almir
Mrs. Adams said that some of
Tail Pip. and
ant
rice.
Gi
SAVE 6c
the items of food they couldn't get
SF VE Sr
INIPILRIAL
FACIAL SIZE
home
in Bergen and had to send
Service.
Muffler
for were Saltine crackers, marshmellons and Navy beans. The AWITH COUPON
PRICIS IN TH111 AO IFFECTIVII THRU SAT. OCT. 17
merican canned goods and other
purchase,
to
able
were
they
items
came very high. In fact, they had
to pay twice the price paid in the
at the Stop Light
States.
Norway was occupied by the
SAVE Sc
Germans for five years. 1940-45.
Fulton. Ky.
The Germans had a submarine
base and a Russian prisoner of war
Joe R. Low.
Harold Baker
Jack Lowe
camp at Bergen.
Edward
of
home
Bergen is the
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A&P's 100th Anniver
A

isirgs .fite e
U. S. GOVERNMENT

ADAM—

)
Frying CUT-UP
WHOLE
TRAY
PACK
LB.
29c lb.
(
Chickens

FOR SALE:

1100-Bushel
WIRE CRIB
with rat guard
Will sell at
A BARGAIN

Cod or Ocean
Perch Fillets

5

159

Super
Smoked Picnics
29°
Slab Bacon
2
Sausage :71
2
Bacon
39°
T
Canned Hams Ready:
sekuz
Wieners

APPLES

DOES MORE
CUTTING JOBS

LNCE

N!

,1 •••
un" g
•

L
NEW

1:0IKELITE

only $15350

Barnette Tractor Co.

WE GIVE
Guaranteed 5-Point Service
"Prestone" Anti-Freeze

fe to
it is
newlown
garrself

Ball011

J J D-X SERVICE
Martin Highway

L. 290

Pork Loin Roast'

Mac Intosh

Pork Chops
69°

BACON

(

39c

59=

$11.U99)
zzo,
3
Sweet Yams
Oranges
19°
Kale
3
Onions
Jane Parker FRUIT CAKE
Lobk What 10c Will Buy At A&P
39
No.303
I
Biz.
4L
I
s'..2"
3
Corn
CAN
42c
Piqua
Green Beans:."...
Cracked Wheat Bread("a)Lest
THE OCTOBER
10 SAVE ON CHEESE
Potatoes
FESTIVAL
CHEESEDURING
Swiss Cheese 7::°"n
1..
4 .1'49°
Apple Sauce
r
Sharp Cheese
2 25* Cheese Slices::".::;°-Bisst,Z.4.,71
'ice
.
4 1"z99°
4171
45
ccial Tissue
6 16.,?:- 89c
A & P PEAS —
9= $1.00
189 RELIABLE PEAS•
marvel
65c
Wild root Cream Oil Hair Tonic (WftlIZI:::' )
All Purpose

}

7:230
Vi."aldorf Tissue 4z:350 Cut Rite
Scott Towels 2=390 Scotkins ift‘d- 2::330
Soft Weve ez.t 2 270 Ivory Snow z33 77
Zest Soap
2 44
Scotties
LEVER BROS. B100,000
330
STAR SWEEPSTAKE COUPONS AT AS& Oxydol
Handy Andy Ede Detergent a pLz. 290
Lux Liq uid
Blue Cheer 32€
77c
Powder
Duz Soap
Praise Soap
Margarine
w 34°
"
2 8-29c 2 b.r.24c Lb- 39'0.....
2p4iiT. co..' 310
All Detergent .
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Elvis Stahr Installed As
President Of College
West Virginia University
presidency formally was placed
October 3 in the hands if a 43year-old Kentucky native determined to make the institution truly the "pride of every
Mountaineer." Elvis J. Stahr Jr. has called
WVU a tough institution which
has "weathered many storms."
Perhaps symbolically, October 3's
academic procession wound beneath cloudless Indian Summer
skies across a campus garbed in
autumn beauty.
The ceremony before about
3,000 in the field house was only
the fourth formal inauguration
here since the turn of the century, although wvu has had
eight presidents in that span
and Stahr is the 14th in its

STARLITE
DRIVE-1N THEATRE
WED.-THUR.-FR1. - Oct. 14-15-16
(Starts at 8:30)
RALLY ROUND
THE FLAG, BOYS
With Paul Newman
(Also: starts at 7:00)
GUN BATTLE AT MONTEREY
With Sterling Hayden

history.
The youngest man to hold the
post in 60 years, Stahr actually
began his presidential duties
last Feb. 1. He succeeded Dr.
Irvin Stewart, who retired in
August last year to become a
professor of political science at
WVU.
Stahr, wearing a blue academic gown with wide gold brocade and an ermine hood symbolic of degrees earned as a
Rhodes Scholar at England's
Oxford University, marched
alongside Dr. Thomas L. Harris
of Parkersburg in the procession.
Dr. Harris, now in his second
term as president of the WVU
Board of Governors, formally
Inducted Stahr into the university office and presented him
with a new president's medallion to be handed down through
the years.
Stahr moved quickly but in
emphatic tones through the inaugural address in which he
listed specific problems WVU
must overcome and the major
objectives on which his administration will be centered.

He was bluntly critical of
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17
what he called "second-guessing
(Starts at 8:30)
and even decision making by
THESE THOUSAND HILLS
governmental bureaucracy" in
With Don Murray, Lee Remick connection with the university's
(Also: starts at 7:00 & 10:05)
operations and efforts to imNOT OF THIS EARTH
prove itself.
Garland
With Beverly
Stahr said he proposed, with
help of others, to prepare
the
13-19-20
Oct.
SUN.-MIN.-TUE.
for legislative consideration a
(Starts at 8:30)
bill to provide a new charter for
WATUSI
"modern
... With George Montgomery ... the development of a
university in West Virginia—at
(Also: starts at 7:00)
less administrative cost to the
THE HIRED GUN
state."
With Rory Calhoun

Get More Out of Life — Go 'cut To A Movie
— FOR ONE SOLID WEE}'AT YOUR —

ORPHEUM
Telephone 22
Admission This Engagement Only!
Children 350 — Adults $1.00
Feature At 7:30 P. M. Each Night
On Fri. — Mon. — Tues. — Wed. — Thur.
— Sat. And Sun. Features At —
12:30 — 3:20 — 6:10 — 9:00
Pass List Suspended

tern has too many superintendents
Cincinnati.
and has hired too many lawyers.
Mr. Hopkins will direct a force
rouncl
Our school tax dollars are going
'
E
of census takers who will canvass
for law suits and not education.
al farms In Carlisle, Fulton and
800 DIFFERENT
Three members of the Board of
Hickman Counties. Before assumSCRIPTURE MANSLATIONS
Education seem to think the sysing his post, he will go to MadisonREPRESENT:ADVENTURE,
tem is too poor to hire a sem.ville, Ky. where he will receive
---DANGER,COURAGE.
tary in the superintendent's offive days of training by a member
*4
fice but there is plenty of money
five•
of the Census Bureau's staff.
Appointment of Stanley A. Hopto hire a team of lawyers to fight
4•4 140 11
Clinton
of
as
kins
crew
a
leadè
factional
0.
battles.
As • result of the expensive for the 1959 Census of Agriculture
BOONESBORO
00
maneuvers of these three mem- was annousced today by Field Dithe
A.
rector
of
HobertYerkey
the first fort erectBoonesboro,
bers. J. C. McClellan has been
,
sworn in as superintendent to fill Census Bureau's regional office at ed by Daniel Boone, stood along
/96 YEARS AGO, YOUAG
the Kentucky River at a point
the balance of superintendent
DR.AND MRS.4.00N/RA
Darnell's term and Robert Sum- good schools with less money and where U. S. 227 now mosses the
t/UlarOelt SA/LED FOR'
stream south of Winchester.
mers has been sworn in as super- all this confusion.
/*wore,HEATHEN
intendent effective July 1st, 1940.
The opposition of these members
BURMA. TO LEARN
While all of this has been going to superintendent Darnell should
BuRt4IrSE ANA TRANSon, the principal of Fulton Coun- have some reasonable bounds. It
LATE THE &BCCINT°
ty High School was forced to sue is not necessary to paralyze the
the Board for his salary and when superintendent's office with litigathe time arrived to answer this tion and with refusal to provide
Al types of Insurance
suit these three members of the secretarial help and to force the
Board apparently confessed that principal of the Fulton County
SAVE ! GET our they had been wrong all the time High School into Court in order
Loire it,SotPieves-MISTLEP
These
salary.
his
and agreed to pay
to settle a factional fight.
PACKAGE DEAL
DR.UUDSON 70PR/SON.
members are taking good care of
taxpayer.
the
that
time
is
It
THERE;Afizs. iluasoov TOOk
Mr. Summers and Mr. McClellan
"Covering everything"
action to require that
NW 4 F•ILL.,0*
but what about the school chil- should take
for
expended
be
money
school
!Pt
LIB Lake St.
dren?
t +
The State school laws are set up education.
Mese NS
*NMI AFTERNAR4 AIL PR
FIRMS, Ky.
t
110,
yours.
Sincerely
to place professional responsibiliCRS WERE MARCHED ,4W,41'
Sr.
N.
Malcolm
Johnson,
ty on the superintendent and to
t
CHAINS;4.6AIN4'G TNE 040 137440k
prevent his office from becoming
A
%WE WAS FO(/NP BY 4/UP-SVAI
a political football. The superinCONVER7;
tendent is made responsible for
naming teachers and employees
and he is protected in his job by
RELEASER D JUDSON
0.
•• 7
being subject to removal only after
t,
SOUGHT HIS PIC LONA.
a hearing on charges. Superin"fiieng
NiS cavveRr
of course
tendent Darnell's term expires
151.4-AmINGC)"PRESENTED /7:
beer
June 30th, 1960. After many recent
arr
4./uPSON
700k
OPENING
belongs
attempts to oust him these three
thRaifEse NEW rtsrAMEAIr
with
members obligated at least another
77t4NSLAT1ON-STILL USED
$1.000.00 of school tax money to
TODAK
continue the factional battle in
Mlbis ftelots
1100.forrissa
Perriells
Court. Apparently, they prefer to
spend school money and keep the
their
conscientiously carry out
superintendent's office in Court
duties, than following a strict the remainder of superintendent
parliamentary procedure. Make no Darnell's term rather than permit
mistake by criticizing the board the office to function for the beneHam in any form is a favorite in many American homes. Ham
for some of the mistakes made by fit of the school system. Our
Maillot (whole ham first boiled, then baked in a covering of
the spectators.
schools need all the help they can
dough) is really delectable fare served either hot, freshly
bread
TEM NEWS welecnneis expresWe all deplore the state of af- get. At best, there is not enough
baked, or served cold from your refrigerator.
sions from its readers. Such
fairs which was not improved by tax money to do justice to the
When trying Old World dishes like Ham Maillot or Leber
items must be signed but
your publication but we also know children. It is impossible to have
Klosse, be sure to include their natural partner -• sparkling
name Will be mensitted frees that you cannot compromise with
glass of your favorite brand of beer It adds so much to their
publication if requested.
the principles of truth, honesty We have complete stocks
... see if you don't agree.
enjoyment
for
is
It
straightforwardness.
and
of
majority
the
these reasons that
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton County School Board
October 12, 1959 the
seek to oust Mr. Darnell as County Superintendent of Schools.
for HOME and FARM
Dear Editor:
tisa-Lt
Ewt/ b
"
Yours truly.
Spit.
After reading your bitter attack
Machines
Sanger
Charlotte
FOUNDATION
In the editorial of October 6 on
KENTUCKY DIVISION U.S.
BENNETT ELECTRIC
the majority of the Fulton County
Kentucky
1,
Lewisville
Wilding,
Neyburn
1523
School Board I feel that it is only Dear Editor:
FULTON
PHONE 201
ow'
rysschool
County
the
of
side"
other
Fulton
"the
fair that
The
controversy be presented. It was
a
quite evident that your source of
information was biased and I suppose for reasons of your own you
chose not to follow through your
inveestigatiora.
This controversy is most certainly not a matter of petty, personal grudges of these three men
against the superintendent but a
matter of principle for which we
all strive so diligently to uphold.
When you can no longer have faith
and trust in a man who is in a
position to exert great influence
on the education and welfare of
your children he cannot expect to
win your support. By his own unyielding attitude toward compromise and his manner of ridding
the board and faculty of any one
who questions or differs with him,
he has brought on this sad situation. And the majority of the
board sincerely regrets this deadCERTIFIED GAS SAVINGS • =WPM OORANAITY
lock and because of their feeling
CERTIFIED REIIAIIILITY • COMM LOWEST
of inadequacy sought legal aid.
d0d,
o00
The attorney's fee is small comTee gel die best of the new in 1960 Ford Trucks. And economy harked
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by the Certified tests of leading independent automotive engireers.t
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engine that got 25% more miles per gallon than
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it necessary to go to court so that
new wiring assembly operated without failure more than three
Now 73.6% more rigid frame, new loriger.lasting Wallah
damage
Mr. Darnell cannot further
new styling and comfort, new Diamond lustre FiaisAl
times as long.
the school system by recommendCertlied Merest priced See the priee comparisons. See the Certified
ing inadequate teachers for still
Economy Book at your Ford Dealer's now!
another year.
evellebk, nr, reClved &rod koviry lo CO.
All school board members can
14/. .75R7 Ford
Ford Moto Cameo.,.
expect criticism on some issues but
Cored 31, meoisoso
I think it unfair that any member
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to such matters drimportance be
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Here Comes The Picture That
Has Captivated The Hearts
Of All America!!
No Reserved Seats!!
Come Early For Best Viewing!!
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Is Working on the AnnualReally As
Glamorous As You Think - - Hardly
even sure what our jobs were,
but we were honored to be
selected to work on the 19591960 GR-R-ROWL. The staff
members are as follows: Coeditors-Roland Carter and Jean
ManagerBusiness
Burette;
AssistantCunningham,
John
Duncan Bushart; Photography
Editor-Suzanne Johnson, Assistant-Wayne Anderson; Advertising Editor-Nancy Bushart, Assistants-Judy Burton and TomEditormy Fields; Snapshot
Martha Herring, Assistant-Carol
McNeilly; Activities EditorMaridel Wells, Assistant-Saundra Latham; Sports Editor-Gary
Assistant - Tommy
Williamson,
Allen; Head Typist-George Gunter; Typists-Patsy Brown and
Kenneth Leggett.
The first thing the staff hed
to do was to select the cover

Freon The rims "Kassel"—
By Jean Bureette,
Co-Editor, TEM G11-111-1110WL

and decide on the number of
pages and number of copies to
be published. Then wa had to
work out our dummy and make
a picture schedule. We are getting ready now to start working
on the pages of the annual because our first deadline is December 10.
This year the staff has decided not to distribute the annuals
until afttr school is out. This way
tht annual will include all the acschool is out. This way the annual will include all the activitivities that have always been left
out at the end of the year.
Even though it isn't as easy
as we thought, we will enjoy
the hard work ahead of us because we know that in our old
age, the annual will bring back
fond memories of our younger
days in high school.

So the Dodgers Were Good? Look at Pilot Oak.

DEATHS
Mrs. Laura Bran
Word has been received here
of the recent death of Mrs.
Laura Braun. widow of Isaac
Brann and resident of Fulton
for many years. Mrs. Brann
died in the Masonic Home near
San Francisco. Funeral services
and burial were in San Francisco.
She is survived by one son,
Gus Braun of California. Her
husband and two children preceded her in death.
She was a sister of the late
Ed, Wayne and Gus Thomas.

•
••

Pilot Oak has been in play-offs four times in 10
years, winning them all.
The Pilot Oak baseball team has been a member of
the Purchase League since is was organized in 1951.
It has been the pennant champion six times, winning
in 1952, 53, 54, 55, 58 and 59.
The team has been the play-off champion four
times in 1951, 52, 53 and 55.
Three veteran Piot Oak players who started with
the team in 1951 and who are still playing, are D.
Yates, V. Yates and R. Moore, who are pictured here.

From the time we entered
Pilot's Oak's best year was 1953, when they had an
high school, we dreamed of the
undefeated season, winning 21 straight games, includday when we would be seniors
ing pennant and play-off championships.
and might be on the annual
In 1956 Pilot Oak won the pennant with 17 straight
staff. "Just think of all the fun
games, losing to Mayfield in the finals of the playthey have! Getting out of classes
off. Pilot Oak has been to the finals of every play-off,
all day to take pictures, making
except one year, 1959. Pilot Oak has played 144 games
mums for Homecoming and dein the Purchase League, winning 123 games, while
livering t h e m,
losing 21. Pilot Oak played three All-Star games,
winning two.
running all over
J. B. Fulcher and Robert Moore were Pilot Oak's
town to get supMrs. Hester Ammons Wade, two ace pitchers. J. B. Fulcher has been the only
plies, and going
81, died Monday night at 10:30 pitcher in the Purchase League history to pitch a noto Gardner's to
at the home of her daughter, hitter in 1953. This was his best year, winning 21
He pitched 4 baseball
pick out picMrs. Ezra Collier, 801 Fairview straight games without a loss.
games for Pilot Oak, until he was'accidentally killed. Three baseball veterans of the Pilot Oak (Hy)
tures."
Avenue.
Robert Moore, Pilot Oak's other star pitcher, had his
She was born in Fulton Coun- best season in 1956, winning 14 games without a loss. team and some of their trophies
Now we have
ty. Octobe 18, 1877, the daughfinally become
ter of the late Jim and Lida Miss Sallie Ammons of Cayce;
SHERIFF TO GET RADIO
seniors and we
Bynum Ammons, and lived in 12
The Fulton County Fiscal Court
grandchildren; several great
have certainly changed our minds.
of
most
community
is
Cayce
man
year, the popular young
the
has approved the purchase of a
grandchildren; a niece and a
Working on the annual is anything
majoring in Agriculture.
her life. They moved to Fulton
Fred Vaughan, resident of the two-way radio for the Sheriff's
•AUSTIN SPRINGS
nephew.
but fun. It's plain, down-to-earth,
Mrs. Carey FrIelds •
Mrs. Bertie Hawks remains very about a year ago. She was a
community, died sud- Office.
Funeral services will be held Ruthville
hard work !!
Ammsarnmss... sick at the home of children. Mr. member of the Cayce Methodist
at his home.
Saturday
denly
RESIGNS AT NAZARENE
us
afternoon
of
m.
Thursday
p.
at
2
none
To begin teak
Church.
The Rev. Arlie D. Goodwin, pasMr. and Mrs. Alton Morris and and Mrs. Velva Hawks, Jr. near
a brother of Mrs. John
was
He
husChurch,
by
her
Methodist
Cayce
at
the
survived
knew a single thing about startis
She
care
Mrs. Bessie Timmons, here. She remains under the
tor of the First Church of the Nazing on an annual. We weren't her mother,
band, L. R. Wade; two sons, with the pastor, Rev. Warren Verhine of Fulton.
arene, has resigned his pastoratc
of Louisville. Ky. are here on va- of Dr. Paul Wilson of Dresden,
and
St.
Louis
of
Wade
Ralph
Services were held Tuesday here and accepted a call to the
Pafford, officiating, assisted by
cation with relatives and their Tenn.
two
daughCliff Wade of Cayce;
Rev. Homer Nabors of Paris.
at 2 p. m. at the New Hope First Church of the Nazarene in
many friends over the area of Paters, Mrs. Ezra Collier of Fulton
•^KAHTANTATEH"
Elkton, Ky.
ducah, Dresden and Palmersville.
Church.
the
Cayce
in
be
will
Burial
McMurray,
James
Mrs.
The Wyandotte Indians called and
Mrs. J. T. Puckett underwent Kentucky "Kahtatitateh," or "Fair Cayce; a half-brother, Jim Am- Cemetery, with Whitnel Funeral
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major surgery at the Baptist Hos- Land of Tomorrow."
mons of Cayce; a half-sister, Home in charge.
Tenn. the past
Memphis,
in
pital
THE NEWS welcomes °rpmWednesday. Every good wish is
doss from its readers. Buell
that she may have comextended
•••••
^v
Items mart be signed but
plete recovery very soon.
frees
oniudtted
be
will
name
The farmers of our vicinity were
publication if requested.
busy gathering corn the past
week. An ample supply•was stored
October 5, 1959 for feed. but some was put on the
market. The preparation of the
Dear Jo,
wheat crop has begun. Many have
check
my
Enclosed please find
their land ready now. Only the &lfor one year's subscription for otted acreage will be grown.
the "News." John and I both
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell and
enjoy reading the paper.
daughter, Judy, of Paducah, Ky..
We live in a new sub-divis- spent Sunday with parents, Mr.
ion in Cahokia. Illinois, which and Mrs. Ecj Frields.
is only a 15 minute drive from
Rev. J. Glynn Hickerson has
downtown St. Louis. We like it recently resigned as pastor of the
tiere, but we miss Fulton. Hope New Salem Baptist Church. Since'
.
VPr4A,
If you get up this way that that time, the pulpit has been supyou'll stop to see us.
plied with a visiting minister; on
I.
Mr.
Give my regards to all the October 4 by Rev. Howard Miller
of Mayfield. Ky., and on October
girls and to your family.
hear.a1010,
11 by Rev. Janus Holt of Fulton,
Sincerely,
with
continues
Ky. The church
Peggy Noonan
Sunday School at 10 a. m. and
mid-week prayer service WednesNew Smyrna Beach, rt.. day evening at 7:30 a. m.
The Sunday School has already
Dear Mrs. Westpheling•
entered upon a New Year with
I guess that you will be surprised Mr. Lee Peery as Superintendent
to hear from me in Flordia, but End new officers and teachers takI ing up their duties. The church
de
Ilk
here I am. Always thought
would like to live in Florida invites the public out to worship.
Mrs. Hadford Chambers is a
and in some ways I do, but I
cgs
realy miss Fulton. I thought patient in Hillview Hospital where
.4;ste
all
here
warm
for
be
some
treatment
would
under
she is
that it
the time, but well, they tell me complication that developed ree•
cold
pretty
some
ently. Get well wishes go out by
we will have
many friends here.
weather, but not freezing.
The ocean is beautiful and of • Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
...............
Martin.
course liked it very much a n d and son. David Mark of
night dinner
it is so different but like every- Tenn., were Sunday
Mr. and Mrs.
thing one gets • little tired and guests of parents.
Elution Lassiter.
•
used to it as everyday living.
Profound sympathy is extended
I guess I like my friends and to the family of Miss Rachel Clinwork at Bushart Clinic too much and. who passed away late Saturto get used to a change, but I'm day afternoon at the home of her
here and got • good job and brother, Donald Clinard, near
with my Sis and her family, so Dukedom, Miss Clinard had been
try and like it more and sure sick for several days, but death
I will.
was unexpected.
We are going to buy on the
Funeral and burial will be held
a
just
is
that
and
causeway
today (Monday) at Good Springs
little from the Atlantic and C. P. Church at 2 o'clock with
beach. We live only five minutes' Jackson Brothers Funeral Home in
drive from the beach now. And charge of arrangements.
we live just 12 miles from DayDale, son of Mr. and Mrs. Latona Beach, Fla. So we are in a V-rne Windsor, is a student in
Murray State College. A senior this
good location.
I would like for you to send
me the paper, and tell everyone hello for me.
Mrs. Helen E. Link
628 Faulkner
New Smyrna Beach,

Mrs. Hester Wade

Fred Vaughan
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COAL
You'll L ke!

IsEiENISION

STP.AWBERRY BLONDE
with .in

ALL STAR CAST
Waiiid* eat
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FSALE

STOP IN NOW AND
PICK UP YOUR COURTESY
ADVANCE SHOPPING LIST
Piece yew mike saw—
haw I1 reedy ler
yew ea Ike Ara sok /kg

Evan Drug Store
"The Rexall Store
Fulton
St.
Lake

$159.95

SOFA SLEEPER

Up To $50.N Trade-In Allowance On
CHROME nnorrE SUITES
Complete with Automatic
HURRY TO WADrS!
- - $49.95
Thermostat
- Mt951 Wade's Prices Start at
REBUILT
9x12
Famous Name Vacuum Cleaner, Complete
AXMINSTER WOOL FACED RUGS with attachments.
- - - - - $58.88 Full One Year Guarantee - - $31.511
With Pad
75,000 BTU GAS HEATER

Wade's Prices Make It Expensive To Trade Elsewhere

Expertly Prepared—
Washed—Laboratory
Trsted—Proe Bursas.
—11•ty to Piro. Perfoctly shed for forosaa
stove. stoker.

FURNITURE
COMPANY

CITY COAL CO.
Telephone 51

amisolt,

PHONE 103

LASE STREET

FULTON. KY.

HENRY BETHEL
BOB WILLIAMS
ARTHUR MATHWY
NATHAN WADE
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Related In name and good looks—the

COMPACT CORVAIR and CHEVROLET

Windage

•
Road Our Ad In

'Ibis

Parade

Try the Wow Chain Saw

The Fulton Lions Club held its
Champ...the NEW
weekly luncheon meeting Friday
at noon. Foad Homra had charge
of the program and presented Lt.
Col. Paul Durbin as the principal
speaker. Col. Durbin gave • very
interesting talk on Vietnam, where
he is now stationed.
The Club welcomed four new
as low as
members: John Sullivan, Rev.
.
bell
Joe
Camp
101.1911°*
John Laida, John
holm
and Elmer McNatt. There were also four guests present: Bennett
ley
Wheeler, J. D. Hales. Stan
Hopkins, and Rex Grabbil.
The members were advised that
rehearsal of the minstrel chorus
has been called for Tuesday night
207 Fourth Et.
Phone 169
at 7 o'clock at the Elks Club.

Barnette
Tractor Company

Fulton Students
At Memphis State
all.
A strong family resemblance between the
line of
new Corsair and Chevrolet's conventionalunusu
al
passenger cars for 1964) is evident in this Corsair
profile view. At 180 inches, however, theer, while
Is more than two and one-half feet short
on the
its 103-inch wheelbase compares with 119
rs.
Impala Sport Sedan with which it appea

MOTOROLA TV
TV Receiver
Mod Reliable

Four students from Fuiton are
enrolled for the fall semester at
Memphis State University. Memphis. Tenn.
They are: Delbert D. Wood, son
of 0. L. Wood, 106 Norman St.;
Gaylon Varden, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. G. Varden, 204 Pearl; Barbara Boyd, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Pau! G. Boyd: and J. Randall
CAYCE NEWS
, son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Potts
t—
Clarice Bonduran
C Potts. Route 5.

se
Elegance and chassis refinements characteri
pasthe larger Chevrolets in an offering of 16array
senger models. The Corvair introduces anned to
of compact mechanical innovations desig nded
provide the riding and driving qualities dema
convenby the American buyer. The Corvair and Oct. L
tional model will be in dealer showrooms

Bigger and Better Savings Bonds

Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Cruce
and son. Ricky, of Lone Oak,
Ky. were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. J. J. Cruce and John
Elmer.
model 81K101
- . Smith, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L
Bees. Goblin dent
l'entum••
at maws.ha
sevsi Gown
have returned home after
4-W•tee C&R•104,
n NI Tars
Oskie
e.
eral weeks visit with Mr. and
sesam
Ti,w,I etimirs.
y
sad mar
NTrs. James Smith and famil
Nieborialr
Available I.
Wala•i
in Arthur, Ill.
Woad MAN& awe
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Allen atBacked by the Golden
tended the bedside of their
daughter, Mrs. E. W. Bethel,
Guarantee
who is a patient in Jones Hosher
wish
We
pital in Fulton.
1 Full Year Free Sera speedy recovery.
vice and Parts.
We wish Mr. A. Simpson a
pata
is
He
. 5 Year Guarantee on
row as sleaso
speedy recovery..
ient in the Fuller Gilliam HosTube Sentry.
Fells trees up to 3 foot In dipital in Mayfield, Ky.
ameter. Outs 18' trees in 18
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and
Priced from $179.95
seconds. Only 18t pound*.
Clarice, Mrs. Lou Bondurant
days
al
y.
sever
qualit
iite
spent
le
Horns
Famous
and Canie
last week in the Ozark MounN&
•PtU DIBIAONSTIA111011
glove
Big
the
visited
tains. They
a
Wall
a
Bumelb
'BOB Wan
Springs State park at Van
ren, Mo. and other points of interest.
We are sorry to lose Mr. and
Phone 128
215 Main
Mrs. Lemuel Simpson, Freida 2e7 E. 4th
Phone 10
and Jack from our town. They
have moved to their new borne
near Fulton, Ky. Mr. and Mrs.
bought
have
Graham
Alvin
their home here and will be
moving into it soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Taimage Corum
Mr. Farmer: come to A. C. Butts and Sons for
of Akron, Ohio are spending
their vacation with her sisters.
the fall seed you need. You know that you can deMesdames: Mayme &verge, ESpend on us.
fie Roper and Elmer Liliker.
and
Carr
Mesdames Clara
Timothy
Rod Top
Fescue
Maurice Bondurant were in Murthe
ray, Ky. Saturday to see
Rye grass
Orchard Grass
Fulton County High School band
march in the parade.
Ladino and White Drtch Clover
Medamen Nina Fowler of Unld
Haro
ion City, Tenn. and
Crimson and Red Clover
Midgett of Memphis, Tenn. visBalbo Rye
ited Mrs. Clara Carr, Mrs. Ines
Barley
Wheat
Sunday
Nannie
and
Menees
afternoon.
Said Oats
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Allen
Mr.
ed
and Mrs. A. Simpson visit
A. Simpson in Fuller Gililiarn
Hospital Monday.
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dark, cold room that contained
nothing except a candle, some
Mar, some wood, and a wood
Miss
paper
n,
actio
distr
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drive
by Janice Davis
,
quiet
what would be the first
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be
stove
don't
you
"If
Assemblies tin said,
School
Southern
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you
over
thing
you
turn
to
three I'm going
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programs Tuesday featuring
one
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Bill Jacobs. Mr. Jacobs
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of
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meet
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ument
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when
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There are so many 'construct$1724, compared to a national Marc
heavily loaded. Prevent
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-end sag ... bumprear
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showing any school spirit
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ing
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today!
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so?
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Appeal Journalism
n when the
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when
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writing. Four class
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ate simultaneously in each of
entered a US-51 By-Pass
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Three $100 educational awar
two 50 minute instruction per- A PROBLEM If you
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will be given to deserving 4-H'e
iods. The classes will be headed
d
this fall, enabling them to atten by the C. A's various editors
New Label • Same Good Quality!
the National 4-H Club Congress and leading writers,
DeIn Chicago November 29 —
Wayne and Bill are both signted
OCTOBER 19 thru 24
cember 3. Winners will be selec
ing up for the class on column
Exe,
AND
offic
NOW
Club
by the state 4-H
STOP IN
ion, Wayne
of writing and in addit
RTESY'
tension Service, University
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By P. W.
out
cigarette that had been flipped
Last Friday afternoon Vic Port- the window and had blown back in
ucky
Kent
Mann. Secretary of the
on top of the plastic cover.
Association, and T o m
P211118
plane
a
le
Adams, the President. took
Received an interesting artic
attend the
e at CoDoyl
to Paducah in order to
Ella
from
week
last
'of area
ng of the
West Kentucky meeting
Dam lumbus, Miss., telli
newspapermen at Kentucky and word-travelings of a fellow-classrday,
Friday night and Satu
ssippi State College
y a tale as mate at Missi
thereby hangs as funn
n. Ella, former reporter
Wome
for
er.
g
we have heard all summ
The News and bright youn
in Padu- for
the Fulton High School
of
Vic and Tom, arriving
r
edito
na U-Drivecah. promptly engaged
paper, took a year of pre-jour
Dam. and
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befor
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at
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studi
it. to get over to the
a brand- alism to MSCW this fall.
ng
were handed the keps to
than 25 ferri
"less
—
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Chevr
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Many thanks to the dozens of
miles on it", they said later
luggage
ts who brought their chilSo they piled in their
paren
Darn, with
3 for
and lit out for the
dren into our office October
We had a good photores.
Adams driving.
pictu
turnto
After about ten miles Tom
grapher and we are all going
hot in here,
g the kiddies pictures
seein
enjoy
ed to Vic: "Gosh, it's
down your
nd
Vic. How about letting
come out in the paper arou
.,
lied
comp
Vic
ow".
wind
tmastime. This has proven to
Chris
Vic
and
Another couple of miles,
be one our our most enjoyable anfor pete's
turned to Tom: "Tom,
nual features.
is turned
sake see if that heater
wide
was
it
A couple of weeks ago Jo, in
off. It feels like
thallcar
open". Tom agreed that
column, mentioned of my pather
with the
was hot, fumbled around every- ronizing the Army surplus stores
assortment of knobs, turned kept for equipment for little Paul,
and
thing that would turn,
especially mentioning a sleeping
.
get him a canteen, cover
driving, mopping his brow
and bag. I did
Another couple of miles
and a couple of jungle
cup,
and
again: "Vic
Tom turned to Vic
hammocks, but not that downdown here
sleeping bag! That is a memdoesn't it smell terrible
filled
? We must be ento from the 10th Mountain Diin West Kentucky
all
and
getting near Calvert City
vision that I picked up way back
Gosh. this
that chemical works.
the Apennines of Italy during
in
d
d; rolle
smell is awful." Vic agree
winter of 1944, and it is a lulu.
the
down as
all windows on his side
When you zip yoursef up in it I
far as they would go.
do believe that you can sleep in
don't weather 15 below zero.
just
I
'Vic,
mile:
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Anot
down here
see how people live
She was also a little concerned.
s about
around Calvert City. That'
exPaul sleeping out on the
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ever
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I
the worst smell
that mice might crawl in
some
nd,
grou
that,
perienced. Besides
to keep warm. She
or
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r
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heate
the
thing's wrong with
about to would have loved those World
I'm
car;
this
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r
moto
the
War II days I spent down in the
burn up.
check Florida jungles, where it was not
r
bette
we'd
think
Vic: "I
be that the uncommon for somebody in the
the motor. It might
the motor, outfit to scramble out of his sleepoff
ing
paint's just burn
r that ing bag with a frantic yel in the
eithe
It's
but I don't know.
s are morning, upon discovering that he
fume
e
Or Calvert City. Thes
had a snake in there with him.
me."
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their Some of 'em were the deadly
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turned to poisonous coral snakes, too.
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that
d
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and
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better stop at
the motor
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And while I'm on the subject of
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smoke emblems: it is used on a doctor's
noticed that a big cloud of
car. military insignia, we find it on
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that Blue Shield literature and generalFurther investigation revealed
ablaze. ly around the medics. In fact the
the back seat, wi.iie not
a new emblem of the National
was smouldering mightily from
Foundation (Polio, etc) contains
one.
Never could find out what connection a snake had with medicine until last week, when the National Foundation sent out this explanation of "The Caduceus" as it
A(101
is called:
MAGAZINE
"During Greek antiquity, the
snake was used as a symbol of
medicine and health, presumably
because it represented the principle of life by its ability periodically to cast off its shin and apparently renew its youth. AccordMAGAZINE.
ingly, tamed snakes were used in
the tempes of Aesculapius for the
psychic effect as well as to lick
the wounds of the patients. Aesculapius. the Greek god of medicine, is always represented as carrying a heavy, rough staff with a
single serpent entwined about it.
MAGAZINE
The staff was to be used for walkol
ing and the serpent was a symb
of medical knowledge or healing
powers."
So now you know that a "snake
doctor" is not limited to the wilds
HIE
of Africa; we have 'ern all over
Look for if!
the world.
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corn in emergency storage faciliOur
From
News
eligible
be
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and
ties this year
agent
Watts, County
for grain loans according to Roy
John
Boys In 'rho
Bard, Chairman, of the Fulton
Twenty-eight of the calves were
County ASC Corrunittez. The reabought by the Z. W. James Sutits note: the following information, ruppited THS NEWS
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nearby
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er eligible for a price support loan,
FORT McCLELLAN ALA. (AKen-Tenn ores):
A group of farmers in Hickman, HTNC)—Recruit Martha S. Clark, accounting of themselves October Company, Sadler Gas and Fertiso they will not be forced to dump
their corn on the market at de- Carlisle and Graves counties have daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William 5 at Murray at the District Beef lizer Company and the Reelfoot Packing Company, all of
filed suit to block the huge Obion
Teas Meestehen, County Agent following crops.
pressed harvest prices.
703 Tennessee st, Fulton, Show and sale.
project which is Clark,
EVENTS COXING UP
With 21 Fulton County Club Union City, and the Jones Grain
(Alen County - October IL 13311
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The storage problem has been Creek watershed
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complicated this year according to aimed at
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The Women's Army Corps Center, of the animals placed in the an average of 32c per pound.
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And Other
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Ifimeig dome
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dams and other conservation Mrs. Millard E. Berry of 206 Tayark
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structures and of various soil-sav- lor at., Fulton,"Ky., serving with
and Effigy Terms
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Interest For Only The Days You Use Money
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Farmer-Owned & Operated Cooperative
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&median Do Well
Al Hurray Beef Show

1 To 5 Year Loan
TO FARMERS

Farm Equipment — Land — Livestock
Clearing — Autos — Buildings
Trucks — Fencing
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work well with dairy cows since
sheep will eat over DO% of the
weeds common to our farms. It
seems to me this would be a big
help to some dairymen in the area
since most of the mower blades
are probably dull from the tall
weeds that may be seen passing
by. Sheep would eat those weeds
when young and never let them
mature. Since the mower blade is
dull why not try sheep for weed
control and make a profit at the
same time?

SHEEP ARE PROFIT MAKERS
The sheep industry is well fitted
for the grassland farmer who has
a shortage o: labor and surplus
pasture. It is a proven fact that
sheep will return more dollars income per dollar invested than any
other form of livestock. Dairying
will also give you a high income
but there is more labor involved
as well as investment.
Sheep will utilize more pasture
and other roughage and less grain
than other livestock enterprises.
Sheep seem to concert this roughage into a marketable product in
an almost production line fashion.
The wool clip comes in April or
May, when money is badly needed
for current expenses, then the
early lamb crop in late May or
June often a fall selling of late
lambs which could not make the
early market
Most sheepmen praise their
flocks grazing habits as being seasonal with the pasture cycle.
Under normal conditions heavy
grazing comes early for three to
four months while the lambs are
growing and the ewes are milking
heavy. The ewes will utilize much
pasture during the year that would
row Favorite Beverages otherwise be lost. They also graze
close and get along with less feed
during the summer months when
most of our pastures are dormant.
Since shecp reed to be in a thin,
but thrifty condition at breeding
time, this season fits the bill for
many of our farmers.
Most of the farms in Western
442-44 Lake Street
Kentucky could handle sheep well
Felten. KY.
in their farming program. They

RCS

17A

LETS HAVE A PARTY

Most mesplete stock In
Wed testnety

Siegel Lets Contract
For Grounds Work
The Henry I. Siegel Company let
the contract recently for the
moving of the dirt around their
new building in South Fulton. -for
the completion of the parking lot
and for the landscaping of the
grounds. Ray Thomas of South
Fulton got the contract and the
work was to have begun this past
Monday, but was delayed because
of the rain.

25th ANNIVERSARY

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Assn.
JOHN P. WILSON
Hickman, Ky.
206 Clinton St.
Telephone 2506

_Another
fresi olle...-frompolltiao

HIRAM WALKER'S

TEN HIGH
• STRAIGHT BOURBON
• 4 YEARS OLD
• 90 PROOF

$1.30
$2.50 pint

half pint
The 1960 C.alearsa Caseraibie

$4.00 fifth

Walker's Gin
$1.20

• $ 3.75 Fifth

•90 Proof

You find it attractive because of the simplicity of lines,
the absence of over-design.
You're drawn to its crisp freedom, its perfect form,
its exhilarating freshness.
You'll find it amiably obedient because of WideTrack Wheels and a thoroughly new suspension system.
Wide-Track firms the foundation, stabilizes, balanoes.
A softer suspension makes it responsive, quick and
easy to take direction.
Pontiac's Tempest engines for 1960 are more

vigorous than ever. You have a wide choice of V-8
power packages, ranging frotn the high performance
425 to the economical 425E which prefers regular
grade gasoline.
The car, the keys, the catalog, the courtesy—all
await you at your Pontiac dealer.
VAii•-Trocit Whoa, give you waylays
stability, solid comfort. You maserver
with skillful senness, esearese control.
ft's the sweetest most mons, most
rewarding driving you've ever felt.

11111411
POUT.C1 111011•7••CN

K
1 --nrrAi_d THE ONLY C.ista:t WITH WIDE •TRAC
\
1-111)1
SEE YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED PONTIAC DEALER

2 PINT
1
/

HIRAM WALKER. INC., PEORIA, ILL.

KING MOTOR COMPANY INC.
101 West State

Line

S. Fulton, Tenn.

/0
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TV A1TINNA13: We install—
trade—repair and move. Get

our prices. We sorties all makes
MEN'S RED WING work shoes
TV. Phone $01. Roper Television
and summer boots $8.116 to
$19.911. Free can of leather preserver with each pair bought at ENGLISH WALNUT trees—Get
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
your order in early as the trees
Forrester's Shoe Shop, 212
while you wait. Forrester's
are limited. They come into
Main.
Shoe Shop, 204 Mainbearing very young. Also let us
MECHANICS needed. good salary.
prune your fruit trees and
NOW is the time to get your
Apply in person to Taylor Chevshrubs. Write or Call W. A. LedTypewriter and Adding Macrolet-Buick, Fourth Street. Fulbetter, Route 2, Fulton, Ky.
hias Overhauled. See Cleo ton, KY.
Phone 1416-M2.
of
Manager
Peeples, Service
the WHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED
The Harvey Caldeoll Com- I AM NOW representing
Greenfield Monument Works
—We buy white oak standing
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Outand will appreciate the °pottimber, custom logs, custom
Mews, Phone 674.
tunity to show you our beautistave and heading bolts. Conful line of memorials. Tom
NEW Edwardian Suits: $29.95 to
tact us for prices and specifica124.
Fulton;
phone
Hales,
$38.50; Edwardian Sport Coats
tions. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel.

CLASSIFIED ADS

at $18.95 and new Edwardian
5-2785 Martin, Tenn. C. A.
top coats at only $25.95. Men
Lewis, Buyer Tel. Chapel 7When it's
you ought to see the new
1812 Mayfield, Ky.
Real Estate in Fulton
line of jackets and car coats.
FOR THE Bk.ST Dew tin Office
Out-of-door men should see
—
Furnihtre buy Shaw-Walker.
the new insulated under suits at
See James 0. Butts at The
The Edwards Store, Mayfield, CHARLES W.BURROW
Phone 61
309 Walnut
Caldwell
Co.,
Harvey
Ky.

FREE PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across From
Coca-Cola Plant

Farm Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans
—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times I

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fl

Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

Phone TU 59404

FARM LOANS

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpin
Mail orders--Snecial orders

Long Terms-Easy Payments

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor
—Insurance-List your
Farm and town Property
with the

Fulton Real Estate Co.
See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL.
203 Main St.

Phone 5

WE RENT - -

Union City

TV SERVICE
Pickup and delivery
NEW PICTURE TUBES
No money down
Monthly terms
Authorized Motorola and RCA

Service; we repair all makes.

DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment.

FOR

RENT: Floor sanding ma-

chine and electric Door polisher and electric vacuttm cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 93, Church Street.
ktAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and autematk models, $129.96
and up Sales and servtce.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833

TRANSFER CO.
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Coleman Water Heatehave Jet Recovery actioll
that quickly replaces no
wafer used. All the hot
water you need - wizen
you need it - for a big
wash; for sink, stioi.er,
tub, without waltir7.
That's what Coleman J1,
Recovery gives you!

LARD Cr:Lh 49c
ROHUM 49cBISCUITS 3can 29c
FLOUR
$1.79
New Crop Sandmountain

Choose from 5 =clefs

FLOWERS

A model for every need,
cne for every purse—from
20 to 45 gallon capacities.
These dependable heaters
give you more hot water
than you normally need.
Durable white plastic
enamel finish won't chip,
peel, flake, or tarnish.
Zinc-bonded to resist rust
and corrosion. All models
AGA approved.

For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards

masa

'Personalised"
Stationery

Saes Floral Shoppe

CALL 42 — IN

Good Mira Sat. Od.1711

Good Thra Sat. Oct. 17th

DON'T sum wnsour
CALLING COLLECT

Plunge

who ga

Good Tire Sat. Oct. 17th

Fulton

Felton

Wick Smith Ageney

For - 89c

For - 89c

Good Thra Sat. Oct. 17th

Men's Apparel

Ae'N

Furniture Company

tive immediately.

For - $1.19
Good Mrs Sat. Oct. 17th

the Ke
sunune

and SD

For - 99c

with JET RECOVERY ACTION in

EXCHANGE

ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is affec-

Top Value Stamps With
this Coupon and Purchase
of Half Lb.L-M Tea —

For - 59c

$35 to $65
Grisham-Butterworth

Hot water for all

buy it at

40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and

Top Value Stamps With
this Coupon and Purchase
of 2 Lb. Brundig• Sausage

For - 43c

Suits, Sport Coats
All sizes Latest patterns

always enough

Our 3-PAY PLAN

Top Value Stamps With
this Coupon and Purchase
of 3 Lb. American Ace
Coffee All —

HYDE PARK
and MERIT

Never a shorAge—

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on

50 EXTRA

Top Value Stamps With
this Coupon and Purchase
of 3 Pkgs. Pillsbury Cake
Mix, White- Yellow AU —

and

Phone 1/04

50 EXTRA

Top Value Stamps With
this Coupon and Purchase
of 2 Pkgs. Minute Frosting

BEST

Church Street

50 EXTRA

Top Value Stamps With
this Coupon and Purchase
of Four Jars Libby Strained
Baby Food —

GILLUM

USED FURNITURE

1111t
of this

50 EXTRA

',Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)

CLEANEST

We-Reserve-The-Right-To-Limit-Purchase

[U-TOTENBEM

50 EXTRA

MAYFIELD, KY,i

AUTOMATIC

For The

EXTRA
TOP VALUE
STAMPS
With Purchase Coupon

58 EXTRA

-

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Ron-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 103

300

Arriving Daily!
Fine

M & W Appliances
Phone 126
215 Main
Fulton, Ky.

REE

They're here—see them!
Come see Coleman Water Heaters that promise long years of satisfactory use. See efficient Coleman engineering. See why COMFORT
008T8 80 LITTLE WITH A Cal,F.MAN.
AMERICA'S LEADER IN HONE MIAMI'

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
'TOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"
WALNUT STREET

PHONE 185

flavored Syrup

112 GaL Size

Dixie Pride

Dixie Treat

2.
5 Lb.
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